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Session Name ( * = program repeated later in week)

Age

Session
Time

Venue

Est Finish
Time

SATURDAY 19 JUNE

International Program 1 *
International Program 2 *

18+
18+

6pm
8pm

Cinema 2
Cinema 2

7.20pm
9.20pm

2pm
3pm
4pm
5pm
5.30pm
6.15pm
all ages 7pm
18+
8pm
18+
8.15pm

Cinema 1
Cinema 1
Cinema 1
Cinema 1
Cinema 2
Cinema 1
Cinema 2
Cinema 1
Cinema 2

2.45pm
3.45pm
4.45pm
5.45pm
6.40pm
7.35pm
7.50pm
9.15pm
9.30pm

18+
18+

6pm
8pm

Cinema 2
Cinema 2

7.20pm
9.20pm

18+
18+
18+
18+
18+
18+

5.30pm
6.30pm
7.30pm
8.30pm
5.45pm
7.15pm

Studio 1
Studio 1
Studio 1
Studio 1
Cinema 1
Cinema 1

6.15pm
7.15pm
8.15pm
9.15pm
6.55pm
8.45pm

18+
18+

6pm
8pm

Cinema 1
Cinema 1

7.35pm
9.15pm

18+

5.45pm

Cinema 1
Cinema 1
Cinema 1

6.55pm
8.30pm
10.15pm

18+
18+
18+
18+
18+

5.15pm
5.45pm
6pm
7.30pm
7.45pm
all ages 9.15pm

MIAF Club
Cinema 2
Cinema 1
Cinema 2
Cinema 1
Cinema 2

7.15pm
7.05pm
7.15pm
8.50pm
8.55pm
10.10pm

all ages 11.30am

Cinema 1
MIAF Club
Cinema 1
Cinema 2
Cinema 1
Cinema 2
Cinema 1
Cinema 2
MIAF Club
Cinema 2

12.35pm
3pm
4pm
5.40pm
5.45pm
7.20pm
7.30pm
9.05pm
10pm
10.40pm

Cinema 1
Cinema 2
Cinema 1
MIAF Club
Cinema 2
Cinema 1
Cinema 2
Cinema 2

4pm
5.30pm
5.45pm
8pm
7.20pm
7.30pm
9.30pm
11.15pm

SUNDAY 20 JUNE

$6 Best Of The Next: Program 1, presented by StormFX
$6 Best Of The Next: Program 2, presented by StormFX
$6 Best Of The Next: Program 3, presented by StormFX
$6 Best Of The Next: Program 4: Australian, presented by StormFX
International Program 3 *
SIGGRAPH Wrap-Up, presented by Qantm College
Felix the Cat *
Vince Collins Retrospective
Digital Showcase: Int'l Program 8 *, presented by Qantm College

18+
18+
18+
18+
18+
18+

MONDAY 21 JUNE

International Program 4 *
International Program 5 *
TUESDAY 22 JUNE

$6 Panorama 1
$6 Panorama 2
$6 Panorama 3
$6 Panorama 4
Zagreb Film Studio Showcase
Long Shorts: International Program 10
WEDNESDAY 23 JUNE

Direct to Film Showcase + Steve Woloshen (Canada)
International Program 6 *
THURSDAY 24 JUNE

Abstract Showcase: International Program 9
Careers In Animation Forum, presented by Holmesglen
10 Years of Bizarre, presented JMC Academy

all ages 7.15pm

18+

9pm

FRIDAY 25 JUNE

10 Years of Student Films, presented JMC Academy
Slinky Pics Studio Showcase (UK)
International Program 1 (repeat)
International Program 7 *
International Program 2 (repeat)
Felix the Cat (repeat)
SATURDAY 26 JUNE

Kids Program, presented by Media World Pictures
Kids Club, presented by Media World Pictures
International Program 3 (repeat)
Australian Showcase + Meet the Filmmakers
International Program 4 (repeat)
10 Years of Australian Highlights, presented by JMC Academy
Digital Showcase: Int'l Prog 8, presented by Qantm College (repeat)
Autour De Minuit Showcase, presented by Qantm College
Music Video Program
Late Night Bizarre

all ages 12.30pm

18+
18+
18+
18+
18+
18+

2.45pm
4pm
4.30pm
6pm
6.15pm
7.45pm
all ages 8pm
18+
9.30pm

SUNDAY 27 JUNE

International Program 5 (repeat)
10 Years of International, presented by JMC Academy
International Program 6 (repeat)
Installation Animation
Edouard Salier Showcase (France), presented by Qantm College
International Program 7 (repeat)
Best of the Festival *
Best of the Festival (repeat)

18+
18+
18+

2.45pm
4pm
4.30pm
all ages 5pm
18+
6pm
18+
6.15pm
18+
8pm
18+
10pm

11pm

10pm

9pm

8pm

7pm

6pm

5pm

International
Program 5

Vince Collins 8.15pm
Retrospective International
Program 8:
Digital
Showcase

International
Program 2

presented by
Qantm College

8.00pm

Felix the Cat

7.00pm

International
Program 4

8.00pm

presented by
Qantm College

SIGGRAPH
Wrap-Up

6.15pm

8.30pm
4: International

7.30pm
3: International

6.30pm
2: International

5.30pm
1: International

International
Program 3

Studio 1

5.30pm

6.00pm

Cinema 2

International
Program 6

presented by
JMC Academy

of Bizarre

Grant St, Southbank 9.00pm
(off St kilda Rd - close!) 10 Years

@ VCAM

Special Live
Performance

Sonic Island

presented by
Holmesglen

Careers in
Animation
Forum

International
Program 9:
Abstract
Showcase

5.45pm

Cinema 1

International
Program 10:
Long Shorts
8.00pm

off site

Thu 24

7.15pm

8.00pm

Direct to Film
Showcase
with Steven
Woloshen

6.00pm

Cinema 1

Wed 23

7.15pm

Zagreb Film
Studio
Showcase

5.45pm

Cinema 1

Tue 22

Panorama
Programs

Cinema 2

Mon 21

8.00pm

International
Program 1

5.00pm
4: Australian

4.00pm
3: International

4pm

2.00pm
1: International

presented by StormFX

International
Graduate
Animation

Best of the Next:

Cinema 1

3.00pm
2: International

6.00pm

Cinema 2

Sun 20

3pm

2pm

1pm

12pm

11am

Sat 19
Club

presented by
JMC Academy

10 Years
of Student
Highlights

5.15pm

ACMI Cinemas
Australian Centre for the Moving Image Federation Square, Melbourne

repeat screening

International
Program 2

7.45pm

repeat screening

International
Program 1

6.00pm

Cinema 1

repeat screening

Felix the Cat

9.15pm

International
Program 7

7.30pm

(UK)

Slinky Pics
Studio
Showcase

5.45pm

Cinema 2
Club

12.30pm

Music Video
Program

6.00pm

presented by
Media World Pictures

Dogstar,
colouring &
drawing!

Kids Club:
Dogstar
in the Club

repeat screening

presented by
Qantm College

Digital Showcase

International
Program 8:

6.15pm

repeat screening

International
Program 4

4.30pm

repeat screening

International
Program 3

2.45pm

presented by
Media World Pictures

Kids Program

11.30am

Cinema 1

6.00pm

Late Night
Bizarre

9.30pm

presented by
Qantm College

Autour de
Minuit
Showcase

7.45pm

presented by
JMC Academy

10 Years
of Australian
Highlights

Installation
Animation
Screening

repeat screening

International
Program 7

6.15pm

repeat screening

International
Program 6

4.30pm

repeat screening

BEST
OF THE
FESTIVAL

10.00pm

(includes
announcements)

BEST
OF THE
FESTIVAL

8.00pm

(France)

Edouard
Salier
Showcase

6.00pm

presented by
JMC Academy

4.00pm

Cinema 2

10 Years of
International
Highlights

repeat screening

International
Program 5

2.45pm

Cinema 1

4.00pm

5.00pm

Club

Sun 27
Club open 4pm-10pm

Australian
Showcase +
Meet the
Filmmakers

Cinema 2

Sat 26
Club open 12pm-11pm

Fri 26
Club open 5pm-10pm

11pm

10pm

9pm

8pm

7pm

6pm

5pm

4pm

3pm

2pm

1pm

12pm

11am

Schedule 19-27 June 2010
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PROGRAM

ONE
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PROGRAM #1 is always a lot of fun
to put together. Diversity is the
underlying imperative behind the
compilation of all International
Programs but the first program has
to also encapsulate what the whole
festival is about; it has to try and
capture the full range of the tone
and style of the films ultimately
selected from the 2000+ entries.
Each year’s ‘crop’ brings with it observations about the state of the international
creative animation scene. The things that
most stood out this year, as we worked
our way through the deluge, were that
there is a substantial return to handmade
works; colour in all of its vibrant wonder
has been rediscovered by animators;
and the films are getting longer! And no
program in MIAF 2010 reflects all of
those elements more than this one.
The opening film, Tad’s Nest by
Petra Freeman, is simply a stunning way
to get proceedings underway. It was
part of the Animate project in the UK,
which annually turns out a roster of
‘must-see’ films – we show most of them
year on year. A gorgeously crafted painton-glass gem, it is also a very personal
recollection of a childhood memory. As a
child in Cornwall, Freeman recalls ‘tad’
was the local word for an eel and ‘tad’s
nest’ was a specific spot on a nearby
river where young eels congregated as
they waited to mature. Freeman’s
wonderful artistry and her desire to use
the incredibly slow pace of animation
production to thoroughly think through
the details of what she is trying to express as well as her driving need to experiment with implements and to
experience the smells, textures and
weights of her materials epitomises so
many of the things MIAF really wants to
say about animation. Tad’s Nest was an
obvious choice for the first film in the first
program.
There are always some films that just
don’t seem to click with the audience.
Maybe sometimes they are curatorial
mistakes (we’re all human) but as often
as not some elemental aspect of the film
simply gets missed during its all-too-brief
moment up on the screen and the
chance for further contemplation gets

overshadowed by the glories of the next
film coming down the pipe. It’s likely that
The Bellows March will be just such a
film. Let me make the case: it’s a
wonderful meld of the oldest and newest
animation techniques. At its core are
handmade ‘sculptures’ – for want of a
better term – based on the idea of the
zoetrope (a Victorian-era revolving
cylinder with slots that allow the eye to
see a series of rapidly changing individual
images, which appear to be moving if
the cylinder is spun at the correct speed).
These drum-like textural sculptures are
digitally photographed in a manner that
replicates the way a child’s eye would
have seen the revolving images of the
zoetrope in the days when Queen
Victoria was trying to find something to
amuse herself with. Perhaps she should
have had a look at digital animation
technologies because, once our
zoetrope simulation is transferred into
the hands of a master of digital manipulation, a whole new world of possibilities
opens up. The most concise definition of
animation I’ve ever heard is “the simulation of movement” (thanks John, you
know who you are) and by utilising the
essence of the simple zoetrope as the
stepping-off point for a visually complex
digital film, Eric Dyer has spanned and
encapsulated pretty much the entire
history of our artform.
This program also seems like an ideal
spot to stake out some turf for this
year’s ‘Technique Focus’, scratch and
direct-to-film animation. The depths of
our fascination with this technique are
more intricately plumbed on page 30 but
Insano Jazz will give us a first-night
taste. OK, technically it’s not actually all
direct-to-film animation but it fooled me
into thinking it was the first time I saw it
screened at the Ottawa festival.
MIAF has long been a big fan of
Latvian animator, Vladimir Leschiov.
The Letter, Grandad’s Honey and
especially Lost In The Snow and
Insomnia are all films that MIAF regulars
will recall. A genuinely nice guy, his
special brand of elegant, often art-decoinfused penmanship, flavoured with a
narrative seasoning of elegant surrealism,
pose as many questions as they answer.

I first saw his latest film Wings And
Oars at Fantoche – I had gone to that
particular screening specifically to see
it and fully expected it to be one of the
highlights of the entire festival. It
surpassed even those high expectations
and when the hideous villainies of
distribution and inter-festival politics
began to thunder in the background,
MIAF bought its own 35mm print just
to ensure we could screen it – it’s that
good!

Interview with Petra Freeman
www.animateprojects.org/films/by_date/2009
/atv_petra_freeman
Insight into Eric Dyer’s technique http://userpages.umbc.edu/~dyer/Eric_Dyer/Home.html

Tad’s Nest
DIRECTOR: Petra Freeman
PRODUCERS: Tim Rolt, Gary Thomas,

Jaqui Davies
UK, 2009, 4’45
An ideal Opening Film! A gorgeously
crafted paint-on-glass work, which takes us
on an intriguing journey to that oddest of all
little places where memories are invented.
41, Chilton Rd, Bath, Somerset BA1 6DR UK
Phone: +44 1 225 422 856
tim@rapideyemovies.co.uk
www.animateprojects.org
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Make-Down
DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Maurice Hubner

GERMANY, 2009, 3’45
One face, many visages. A galloping
parade of audacious masks.
Filmakademie Baden-Wurttemberg
Akademiehof 10
Ludwigsburg 71638
Germany
Phone: +49 71 4196 9800
Anke.Kletsch@filmakademie.de
www.animationsinstitut.de

Magic Cube And
Ping-Pong

Tom N Jerry

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Lei Lei

SOUTH KOREA, 2009, 11’45
Tom and Jerry get caught up in the
pointless insanity of a modern airport.

CHINA, 2009, 4’15
A lost ping-pong ball in the city of Magic
Cube turns out to be a curious path to love
for the most beautiful Magic Cubian of
them all.
210- 3- 1403 Beiyuan Road NO.86
Chaoyang District, Beijng, China
Phone: +86 138 1095 4555
Milk527@gmail.com
www.raydesign.cn

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Jin Sung Choi

888 O’Farrel St #W810
San Francisco, CA 94109
USA
Phone: +1 415 971 2831
dakkk1@hotmail.com
www.brianjin.com

The Bellows March

Insano Jazz

Anna Blume

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Eric Dyer

DIRECTOR: Helio Coelho

USA, 2009, 5’00
Shot in glorious Cinetrope! A brilliantly
crafted bridge between digital and physical
animation processes

PRODUCER: Instituto Marlin Azul
BRAZIL, 2009, 5’00
Colourful sound, joyfully noisey colour.
The perfect intersection of the world’s two
finest artforms.

DIRECTOR: Vessela Dantcheva
PRODUCER: Ebele Okoye

4221 Wickford Road
Baltimore, MD 21210
USA
Phone: +1 410 235 2922
eric@ericdyer.com
www.ericdyer.com

Instituto Marlin Azul
rua Professora Maria Candida 15,
Bairro Republica, Vitoria, ES, 29070-210 Brasil
Phone: +27 3327 2751
Fax: +27 3327 2751
producaoima@gmail.com

GERMANY, 2009, 9’15
An absolutely eye-popping animated version
of the absurdist poem An Anna Blume, by
Dadaist poet Kurt Schwitters, all done in
super-bold, consciousness-expanding
black, white and red.
Livlaendische Straße 4, Berlin 10715 Germany
Phone: +49 30 850 708 35
ebele.okoye@annablume.info
www.annablume.info

The Man In The Blue
Gordini

Red-end And The Seemingly
Symbiotic Society

DIRECTOR: Jean-Christophe Lie
PRODUCER: Christophe Jankovich

DIRECTORS: Robin Noorda, Bethany de
Forest PRODUCER: Erik Schut

FRANCE, 2009, 10’00
All a superhero needs is his turf, his mask
and some decent wheels. Even pants
aren’t essential.

HOLLAND, 2009, 14’45
The sheer scale of this production has to
be seen to be believed. A bizarre, marching
army of gluttonous insects overrun their
environment.

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Vladimir Leschiov
LATVIA, 2009, 5’45
We loved this film so much, we bought our
own copy just to make sure we could show
it. A former pilot looks back over his life: the
earth, the sky, the women – everything that
took place on the journey from an airstrip
to an abandoned boathouse.

Rocketta Film, Lauriergracht 116, Amsterdam
1016 The Netherlands
Ph: +31 20 489 7733 Fax: + 31 20 489 7734
eline@rocketta.nl
www.rocketta.nl

Smerla Iela 3,
Riga 1006 Latvia
Phone: +371 6743 6013
www.lunohod.lv

Premium Films
130, rue De Turenne
Paris 75003 France
Phone: +33 1 4277 0639
animation@premium-films.com
www.premium-films.com

Wings And Oars
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Few animators understand colour like Joan Gratz. Living in Portland, Oregon,
she has created a body of work that has stood the test of time. Her 1992 film, Mona
Lisa Descending A Staircase, which deservedly won an Oscar, crops up regularly in
all manner of themed programs and is widely considered to be a classic of the
creative animation artform. At a pizza party in Montreal last year, she passed me a
DVD of her latest film, Puffer Girl. We’re not sticklers for rules here at MIAF and
this is a perfectly OK, if somewhat informal, channel for entering a film in the festival.
The fact that she had a new film was news to me and I watched it that night.
Completed digitally, its ‘look’ is a step away from the highly textural coloured clays
and pastels of her previous films – which almost literally had Gratz’s fingerprints
smeared over them – but the colours and design of every frame of Puffer Girl is so
rich, so lush that it lifts your spirits just watching it. There were some strange lastminute contretemps locating a print – the one allocated to us had been mysteriously
despatched to points unknown – but the good people at Laika came through and we
can expect this to be one of the most colourful elements of the competition line-up.
Bastien Dubois’ latest film, Madagascar, A Journey Diary, caught my eye the
very first time I saw it screen at the Ottawa festival. Stylistically it was a progression
on the work he produced at Supinfocom a few years earlier. On first viewing it
seemed to be a personal story with a documentary element to it and listening to him
explain the genesis of the film was enlightening. In Madagascar, the dead are often
exhumed after several years and interred in shrine-like buildings with an exuberant
party and ceremony. Much of this is captured in rich, respectful detail by Dubois
who infuses the film with a sense of his own wonder at what he experienced whilst
living there.
How does the National Film Board of Canada keep producing such stunning
films? The Formation Of Clouds directed by Marie-Helene Turcotte (and
produced by Marc Bertrand) was probably the last film to be invited into competition.
It arrived unannounced right on the closing deadline. The first few moments of it tell
you everything you need to know. The gentle grace of its design and the pure
elegance of the pen and ink drawings entice you into its world. The NFB is a
remarkable institution with a vast footprint on our artform. Like any very large,
publicly funded organisation there are surely challenges that relate to balancing all
the different priorities that must ricochet around the building. For it to all come
together the way it’s meant to though, a film ideally receives the best creative and
technical expertise imaginable from conception to premiere screening. And this film
shows just how formidable that collection of talents must be within the NFB.
There’s some of the more quirky moments in competition embedded in this
program too. From the peculiar hybrid stylings of Hickory Dickory through to the
lethal world of transcendental accountancy depicted in Bookkeeper Of The
Universe, this is probably the most diverse program of all of the screenings this year.

02

13

Something Important
DIRECTOR: Joao Fazenda
PRODUCER: Humberto Santana

PORTUGAL, 2009, 7’00
A man lives enslaved by the obsession
of something important he must do.
Meanwhile, time passes by…
Animanostra, Av 5 De Outobro
N.10-1 Sala 9, Lisboa 1050-056
Portugal
Phone: +35 121 350 7068
festivais@animanostra.pt
www.animanostra.pt

Bookkeeper Of The
Universe
DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Andrew Gallagher

USA, 2009, 4’30
The nexus between tax audits and
rupturing internal organs. A film not for the
faint-hearted or the fiscally irresponsible.
19 Hatherly Rd
Boston, MA 02135
USA
Phone: +1 774 230 2960
andgallagher@gmail.com
www.andrew-gallagher.com

Trebuchet
DIRECTOR: Iris Alexandre
BELGIUM, 2009, 4’00
Sketches, rips and mingled pencil lines
abound as our stick-figure hero navigates a
wild day at the paperfront.
Ecole Nationale Superiure des Arts
Visuels La Cambre
27 Av. Fr Roosevelt, Bruxelles 1050
Belgium
Phone:+32 171 725 205
info@adifac.be
www.lacambre.be

Hickory Dickory

Stonemason Kelemen

Fossil Memory

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: James Baker

DIRECTOR: Zsolt Richly
PRODUCER: Ferenc Mikulas

DIRECTORS: Anne-Laure Totaro and
Arnaud Demuynck
PRODUCER: Arnaud Demuynck
FRANCE, 2009, 9’30
A small boy discovers the power of a
stethoscope to open his eyes to the overbearing world he explores.

UK, 2009, 2’00
Up close and personal with some seriously
mutant mice. A strange ride all the way to
the bitter, fully cheesed end.
44 Cleveland Street
London, W1T 3AA
UK
Phone: +44 785 546 8531
info@jamesbakerdesign.co.uk
www.jamesbakerdesign.co.uk

Puffer Girl
DIRECTOR: Joan Gratz
PRODUCERS: Joan Gratz and

Lourri Hammack
USA, 2009, 13’15
From the maker of the classic Mona Lisa
Descending A Staircase comes this
elegant study of the colours of the reef.
Gratzfilm, 1801 NW Upshur, #610
Portland, Oregon 97209 USA
Phone: +1 503 289 5145
gratz@spiritone.com
www.gratzfilm.com

HUNGARY, 2009, 6’00
A bold, black and white epic depicting the
trials of those who would attempt to build
the tallest castle walls.
Liszt Ferenc u. 21
Kecskemet 6000, Hungary
Phone: +36 76 481 788
Fax: +36 76 481 787
kfilm@kecskemetfilm.hu
www.kecskemetfilm.hu

Madagascar,
A Journey Diary
DIRECTOR: Bastien Dubois
PRODUCER: Ron Dyens

FRANCE, 2009, 12’00
This animated diary draws the journey of
a European traveller confronted with the
local Malagasy customs, especially the
Famadihana funerary traditions.
Sacrebleu Productions, 23 rue Bisson
75020 Paris France
Phone: +33 1 4225 3027 Fax: 33 1 5375 2591
contact@sacrebleuprod.com
www.sacrebleuprod.com

Les Films du Nord
27, avenue Jean-Baptiste Lebas
Roubaix 59100 France
Ph: +33 320 111 130 Fax: +33 320 111 131
ademuynck@euroanima.net
www.lesfilmdunord.com

The Formation Of Clouds
DIRECTOR: Marie-Helene Turcotte
PRODUCER: Marc Bertrand

CANADA, 2009, 10’00
Childhood is a private, fragile terrain in
which the marks of our explorations are
inscribed. A graceful, sensitive, visual poem
that plays out at the border between reality
and imagination.
National Film Board of Canada
Postal Box 6100, Centre-ville Station
Montreal, Quebec H3C 3H5 Canada
Phone: +1 514 283 9000
festivals@nfb.ca
www.nfb.ca
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Philippe Grammaticopoulos is back in all his splendour with The Bellies.
Philippe made one of the best student films I’ve ever seen – La Processus (2000).
It possessed an utterly unique style, pushed its black and white aesthetic into visually
dramatic overdrive and introduced me to the wonders of Supinfocom school, which
has featured strongly in every MIAF ever since. It’s no coincidence that it will be
opening the “10 Years of MIAF – Student” collection. His next film, The Regulateur,
took it all a step further in 2005 with its dystopian vision of ‘buy to order’ babies and
this latest film just shows he is a filmmaker determined to make better and better
films. The design of the characters are instantly recognisable as his and the scale of
the mass scenes, the slow-burn sense of creeping horror and the sheer precision of
the choreography of the cast of hundreds are engrossing to say the least. And the
colour – restrained, not flashy and yet indulgent in the intensity of the darkest,
starkest blacks that he has mastered so well.
Another long-term MIAF favourite animator also turns up in this program. Italian
Simone Massi has had a film in most MIAFs. His latest, Nuvole, Mani, shows an
artist moving from strength to strength visually and adding more and more layers of
complexity to each successive work. There’s a potential retrospective here me
thinks! In animation, every single facet of the end product has to be created, even the
light and the effects of the light. Some filmmakers seem to have an inherent instinct
for this (Regina Pessoa and her film The Night springs instantly to mind) and Nuvole,
Mani is probably the film in competition this year that best encapsulates that.
It took me several viewings of Orgesticulanismus, by Mathieu Labaye, to decide
whether to invite it. I can’t even remember where I first saw it – I have a vague
memory. This is most definitely one of those films that benefits from multiple
viewings, which is a pity for a festival audience who are likely to see it only once.
I’d suggest slowing down and making the effort to empathise with the subject of the
film – that sense of restricted movement and the frustration of confinement are
palpable elements of the first half. Creating a film which transmits those intangible
sensibilities off the big screen and into the air we breathe is no small achievement.
If all of that sounds less than the most amount of fun you might be able to have for
your dollar, the good news is that the second half of the film is nothing short of a
fiesta of colour and wonderfully morphing visual poetry.
Probably the most widely screened film in this program is The Small Dragon, by
Bruno Collet. It seems to have popped up at just about every festival I’ve been to in
recent months and it’s always received well. It brought the house down at its
screening in Fantoche where I had one of those ‘what the hell moments’ and just
invited it for fun. It’s a great way to finish a program.

The Bellies
DIRECTOR: Philippe Grammaticopoulos
PRODUCER: Jean-Jacques Benhamou

FRANCE, 2009, 16’45
In a very industrialised world, where humans
only eat transgenic food, some plates make
for surprising dishes.
Haidouk Films
31 Avenue de Segur
Paris 75007
France
Phone: +33 6 1309 1763
jjbenhamou@haidouk.com

Ooioo “Sol”
DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Shoji Goto

JAPAN, 2009, 2’45
Radical, puppet animation from one-man
Japanese arts machine, Shoji Goto, who
enigmatically describes his latest film as
‘the story of another valley of wind that the
wing preaches’.
3-23 Nishiasahigaoka
Ikoma, Nara 630-0261 Japan
Ph: +81 743 756 722 Fax: +81 743 756 722
shoji@shojigoto.com
www.shojigoto.com
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In The Air
DIRECTOR: Martinus Klemet
PRODUCER: Kalev Tamm

ESTONIA, 2009, 8’45
A miscommunication between the wolf and
the humans leads to a sudden shift in the
laws of gravity.
Joonisfilm,
Roo 9, Tallinn 10611
Estonia
Phone: +372 677 4228 Fax: 372 677 4122
martinusklemet@gmail.com
www.joonisfilm.ee
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Trolley Boy

Another Look Into

Nuvole, Mani

DIRECTOR: Teemu Auersalo
PRODUCER: Nicky Gogan

DIRECTORS: Rodolfo Pimenta, Nelson

Fernandes

DIRECTOR: Simone Massi
PRODUCER: Ron Dyens

IRELAND, 2009, 4’00
Trolley Boy wonders when he lost the
passion for his job. Could there be more
to life than pushing shopping trolleys into
stacks?

PRODUCER: Collectivo Fotograma 24
PORTUGAL, 2007, 4’30
Perfect pixellation. A stroll through the park,
a magic book, splashes of colour, flashes
of inspiration.

Glimpse Digital Ltd, c/o Still Films
68 Dame Street, Dublin 2 Ireland
Phone: +353 8 6199 8448
auersalo@hotmail.com
www.glimpsefilms.com/trolleyboy

Rua da Guine 6
Montemor O Novo 67050-173
Portugal
Phone: +351 266 892 048
info.fotograma24@gmail.com

FRANCE, 2008, 8’00
I watch the hands of my father, the clouds
of my mother: I see the passing of Time
that colours us with the yellow of a flower.
Sacrebleu Productions, 23 rue Bisson
75020 Paris
France
Ph: +33 1 4225 3027 Fax: +33 1 5375 2591
contact@sacrebleuprod.com
www.sacrebleuprod.com

Atomic Hubbub

Toubab

Mystery Music

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Stephen Irwin

DIRECTOR: Vincent Duponchel
PRODUCER: Annick Teninge

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Nicolas Mahler

UK, 2009, 1’30
Short but extremely helpful advice on how
to survive an atomic bomb – just in case
you find yourself caught in the epicenter of
the blast.
51 Hargrave Mansions
Hargrave Road, London N19 5SR
UK
Phone: +44 77 6673 2521
stephen@smalltimeinc.com
www.smalltimeinc.com

FRANCE, 2009, 4’15
Maybe we make our own luck – but
sometimes dodgey African masks might
just have something to do with it too.
La Poudriere
La Catoucherie, rue de Chony
Bourg les Valence 26500 France
Phone: +33 4 7582 0808
contact@poudriere.eu
www.poudriere.eu

Orgesticulanismus

The Small Dragon

DIRECTOR: Mathieu Labaye
PRODUCER: Jean-Luc Slock

DIRECTOR: Bruno Collet
PRODUCER: Le Corre Jean-François

BELGIUM, 2008, 9’30
‘So when you’re deprived of the ability to
move, as I am, as many others are… in
order to survive you need to reinvent
movement’ – Benoit Labaye.

FRANCE, 2009, 8’15
Where’s Bruce Lee when you really, really
need him?

Camera-etc, rue de Vise 490
Liege-Wandre 4020 Belgium
Phone: +32 4 253 5997 Fax: +32 4 252 5631
info@camera-etc.be
www.camera-etc.be

11 Rue Denis Papin
Rennes 35000
France
Ph: +33 2 9965 0074 Fax: + 33 2 9965 0374
vivement-lundi@wanadoo.fr
www.vivement-lundi.com/vivement-lundi/Lepetit-dragon.html

AUSTRIA, 2009, 5’00
Where does music come from? Where
does it go to? What is it when it’s not a
bouncing dot or a log that has to be carried
around? An elegant, understated inquiry
into the origins of sounds.
Millergasse 18 / 9
Wien 1060 Austria
Phone: +43 1 892 8977
mahler.nicolas@gmail.com
www.mahlermuseum.at
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This is a special program! OK, sure, they’re all special but this one has some of
the true contemporary masters of animation in it.
Florence Miailhe definitely fits this category. MIAF has been showing her films
since we started. She is a fearless animator – absolutely willing to attempt almost
any technique. Over the years we have seen sublime examples of drawn, sand,
pastel and paint-on-glass animation glide out to us from her studio. Her latest film,
The Texture Of Dreams, is her best yet. It combines every technique she has
mastered and has a lot to say about the role women have played in mythology down
through the years. Every frame in this is an artwork in its own right. It was – for me –
the stand-out film of the Leipzig festival and it was invited from a less than stylish
internet café in the Leipzig railway station about 20 minutes after I saw it. Compelling
and essential filmmaking.
Steven Subotnick is a pretty interesting filmmaker. We’ve been very happy to play
pretty much all of his films over the course of a decade. They’re often overlooked by
judges, and audience votes alike but that’s not really the point. His 2004 film, Glass
Crow *, is one of my strongest residual memories of MIAF 2005. Steven has an
uncanny ability to grasp the essentials of movement – that seems to be what his
films are really about. His latest film, Jelly Fishers, takes that aesthetic under the
ocean surface and is a masterclass in the mechanics of graceful movement.
Somebody, who should probably remain nameless but who is a major player in
one of the emerging CG studios, once described Marv Newland as ‘one of my
favourite human beings’. I suspect many people who know him would be happy to
adopt that epithet when talking about him. Marv is the creative genius behind
International Rocketship, a Vancouver studio that has given us one of the most
important bodies of indie animation ever. Bambi Meets Godzilla, The Pink Komkommer
and Anijam are a few titles I hope don’t need much introduction here. Marv is one of
the most generous living masters I’ve ever met in any artform – period. The last time I
visited his studio, his project was pure Marv – he’d pitched Frederator in New York
with an idea for an animation made up of hundreds (probably thousands) of postcards,
each with a drawing on them which would produce an animated image when
sequenced together like a flipbook. The idea was that he wanted them mailed in from
far and wide so that the drawn image would be constant but the stamp and post office
marking would vary wildly. My most treasured souvenir of that visit with Marv was two
of these postcards which I promised faithfully to post to him, and did – one from a
hotel desk in Taiwan a week later when I was there to address a conference, the other
from the gloomy but friendly confines of the Collingwood post office. The resulting film
was Postalolio – its deceptively simple charms are vintage Marv – and I was about
as happy as I could be to contribute two frames to it.
For years and years I have been visiting Marv and promising to pull together a
program of films about ‘West Coast’ animation and his role in that incredible movement.
He’s given way, way more to animation than he ever got back from it (in my opinion)
and I can’t think of an animation project I’m more excited about or more naturally
connected to. If it ever comes to pass, Marv will have star billing.
* http://www.awntv.com/category/studio-short-films/glass-crow
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Oranus

Jelly Fishers

Orsolya

DIRECTORS: Jelena Girlin and

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Steven Subotnick

Mari-Liis Bassovskaja
PRODUCER: Arvo Nuut
ESTONIA, 2009, 17’00
Grab the remote control and press a
channel button. Quickly…and senselessly…
quickly…and…senselessly.

USA, 2009, 6’45
A family of hungry mole-like creatures is
saved by the generosity of jellyfish.

DIRECTOR: Bella Szederkényi
PRODUCER: Jozsef Fulop

228 Gano St
Providence, RI 02906
USA
Phone: +1 401 421 8984
ssubotnick@cox.net
www.stevensubotnick.com

Nukufilm
Niine 11, Tallinn 10414
Estonia
Phone: +372 6414 307 Fax: +372 6414 307
nukufilm@nukufilm.ee
www.nukufilm.ee

HUNGARY, 2009, 7’30
One day Orsolya discovers a sudden
change in her body, which literally turns her
world upside down.
Moholy-Nagy University of Art and Design
Zugligeti ut 9-25, Budapest 1121
Hungary
Phone: +36 1 392 1193 Fax: +36 1 392 1190
anim@mome.hu
www.anim.mome.hu

My Way

Milovan Circus

My Life In Your Hands

DIRECTORS: Veljko Popovic and

DIRECTOR: Gerlando Infuso
PRODUCER: Vincent Gilot

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Nuno Beato
PRODUCERS: Eva Yébenes, José Miguel

Svjetlan Junakovic
PRODUCER: Masa Udovicic
CROATIA, 2010, 7’00
Even though the boy will get many pairs of
shoes in his life, each pair seems to have a
small stone in them.
Bold Studio Zagreb, Kneza Viseslava 5
Zagreb 10000, Croatia
Ph: +385 91 882 1600 Fax: +385 1 789 8007
masha@bold-studio.com
www.bold-studio.com

BELGIUM, 2008, 9’00
A clown reflects on his life and past glories
as he prepares for another night not quite
in the spotlight.
rue De Livourne 62/13, Bruxelles 1000
Belgium
Phone: +32 4 7472 5205
gerl.ando@hotmail.com
www.gerlandoinfuso.com

Ribeiro, Ignacio Benedeti, Xosé Zapata
PORTUGAL, 2009, 7’30
Working in the wings, the aspiring son of a
famous bullfighter meets the bull his father
is about to face – a moment that changes
the fate of all three beings.
Agencia – Portuguese Short Film Agency
Auditório Municipal Pr Republica
4480-715 Vila do Conde, , Portugal
Ph: +351 252 646 683 Fax: +351 252 638 027
agencia@curtas.pt
www.curtas.pt/agencia/filmes/211/

Postalolio

Cracks

The Texture Of Dreams

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Marv Newland

DIRECTORS: Alexis Ducord and

CANADA, 2009, 4’00
A film made entirely of hundreds of postcards that Marv had friends and colleagues
mail in to him from every corner of the
globe – even MIAF got roped in for a
couple. We were happy to help and even
happier to screen the results.

Nicolas Pawlowski
PRODUCER: Marc Jousset
FRANCE, 2008, 9’30
A growing fissure signals the gradual
transition from daydream to nightmare for a
man with a way-too-strong attachment to
his plant.

DIRECTOR: Florence Miailhe
PRODUCER: Nathalie Trafford

International Rocketship Limited
204, 2630 York Ave, Vancouver,
BC V6K 1E5, Canada
Ph: +1 604 736 6201 Fax: +1 604 736 6270
mnewland@telus.net
www.marvcards.com

Jesuis Bien Content. 35 rue Du Faubourg
Poissonniere, Paris 75009, France
Phone: +33 1 4246 3535
alexisducord@hotmail.com
www.felures.free.fr

FRANCE, 2009, 6’15
The Texture Of Dreams imposes its own
path, in the same way Eve did. It all
depends on your fantasy, your partner, the
weather!
Paraiso Production
7 Impasse des Chevaliers,
Paris 75020 France
Ph: +33 1 4315 9191 Fax: +33 1 4315 9100
paraisofilms@libertysurf.fr
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It’s funny – perhaps curious or interesting are better words – how many times
some element of Australiana turns up in a film made by somebody who has never
been anywhere near the place. I have vivid memories of sitting in a cinema in Estonia
watching a film made by an Estonian filmmaker about the Phillip Island penguins.
All in all, not totally dissimilar to rolling up to a workshop in Portugal and being
confronted with a really good film interlaced with the sounds and rhythms of the
didgeridoo – Airport Tunnel. I’m still not sure how I feel about that element of it –
I’m more than happy to take feedback about the appropriateness or otherwise of
including this type of film – but, visually, it’s spectacular with a pace that just won’t quit.
All films look better on the big screen. If you don’t agree with this simple statement,
you’ve accidentally stumbled into the wrong festival. I try and see as many of the
selected films on the big screen as I can but it’s not always possible. One of my
favourite studios in this whole crazy world is Nukufilm in Tallinn, Estonia. It is a magic
place that has mastered puppet animation like no other place I know. A couple of
years ago they showed me a film called Lili on a small monitor. They were clearly
perplexed when it became obvious I hadn’t seen the magic. Big mistake! Wind the
clock forward 18 months and I fortuitously decided not to leave a screening at the
Leipzig festival early to skip Lili because I thought I had seen it before. The breathtaking
detail and the empathy they had been able to breathe into these puppets is only fully
experienced on the big screen. Totally spellbound, I corrected this programming
error the next night. Better late than never – we finally get to see Lili.
This is the program that really brings the diverse magic of the National Film Board
of Canada to the fore. No fewer than four of the films in this line-up jetted in to us
from the NFB bunker in Montreal. Land Of The Heads was one of the stand-outs
from the Fantoche festival. A great example of what NFB/European co-productions
can achieve, it brings together the creative team of Claude Barras and Cedric Louis,
who gave us Banquise a couple of years ago. Robes Of War divided our advisory
panel on exactly what message it sent about Muslim women and The Man Who
Slept is the quintessential example of the kind of film the NFB is so adept at
bringing to the screen.
But, truth be told, if there is a single personal highlight in MIAF 2010 Competition it
will be Lipsett Diaries. This film has been a long time coming and in all honesty was
programmed into MIAF not from a big screen premiere at some festival or even from a
DVD submission but purely on the faith of the combined talents of Theodore Ushev
and Chris Robinson. Theodore has created some our favourite films (Tower Bawher,
Drux Flux and The Man Who Waited) and visiting his studio at the NFB has long
been a ‘first stop’ when in Montreal. I have watched this film gradually take form with
the production of hundreds and thousands of hand-crafted drawings. Chris is the
Artistic Director of the essential Ottawa International Animation Festival and the
author of a number of extremely important books on various elements of the indie
animation scene (as well as a few on ice hockey). His are the fingers behind the AWN
columnist known as the Animation Pimp and his script, I knew, would add a bitter
sweet magic to the whole project. Have I seen the whole film complete? Nope. The
only film in the entire festival I can say that about. I reckon I’m on safe ground though.
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Shoals

Grise Mine

Ego Sum Petrus

DIRECTOR: Jan Bohuslav
PRODUCER: FAMU

DIRECTOR: Remi Vandenitte

DIRECTOR: Julien Dexant
PRODUCERS: Serge Elissalde and

CZECH REPUBLIC, 2009, 7’45
Crazy stuff with cows, windmills with hands
– Dali might have really like this one.
FAMU
Film and TV School of Academy of Performing
Arts in Prague
Smetanovo nabrezi 2
Prague 116 65, Czech Republic
Ph: +420 234 244 360 Fax: +420 234 244 379
famu.international@famu.cz
www.famu.cz

BELGIUM, 2009, 6’30
Deep in the mine, a lost miner has only his
wits and a haunting light to guide him to
the surface, where he encounters a very
different reality.
Ecole Nationale Superiure des Arts Visuels La
Cambre, 27 Av. Fr Roosevelt
Bruxelles 1050 Belgium
Phone:+32 171 725 205
info@adifac.be
www.lacambre.be

Olivier Catherin
FRANCE, 2010, 4’15
Petrus, an old poet, lives in the ‘poetry
shop’ he closed a long time ago due to a
lack of customers. Reclusive, he’s fixed to
his typewriter in a dark and filthy room,
where bitterness and hatred have
paralysed his inspiration…
Les Trois Ours, 99 rue de Bordeaux,
Angoulême 16000 France
Phone: +33 545 689 608
info@lestroisours.fr
www.lestroisours.fr

Airport Tunnel

Robes Of War

The Man Who Slept

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Vitor Hugo

DIRECTOR: Michele Cournoyer
PRODUCERS: Rene Chenier, Michele

DIRECTOR: Ines Sedan
PRODUCER: Ron Dyens

Belanger and Marcel Jean
CANADA, 2008, 5’15
A woman who has lost everything to war
becomes part of the problem when her thirst
for justice mutates into a thirst for revenge.

CANADA, 2009, 11’45
Sofia loves her husband. But he sleeps ALL
the time and Sofia has to face the fact that
he may never wake up.

PORTUGAL, 2009, 4’45
A vibrant journey through the colourful
entrails of a world beneath our feet.
Cine-Clube de Avanca
Rua Dr. Egas Moniz, 159
Avanca 3860-078
Portugal
Ph: +351 234 884 174 Fax: +351 234 880 658
movies@avanca.com
www.avanca.com

National Film Board of Canada
Postal Box 6100, Centre-ville Station
Montreal, Quebec H3C 3H5 Canada
Phone: +1 514 283 9000
festivals@nfb.ca
www.nfb.ca

Sacrebleu Productions
23 rue Bisson, 75020 Paris
France
Ph: +33 1 4225 3027 Fax: +33 1 5375 2591
contact@sacrebleuprod.com
www.sacrebleuprod.com

Land Of The Heads

Lipsett Diaries

Lili

DIRECTORS: Claude Barras, Cedric Louis
PRODUCER: Michael Fukushima

DIRECTOR: Theodore Ushev
PRODUCER: Marc Bertrand

DIRECTOR: Riho Unt
PRODUCER: Arvo Nuut

SWITZERLAND, 2009, 6’00
The nagging, nosferatu of a wife keeps
demanding her vampire husband finds a young
woman’s head to replace her aging face –
despite the fact he’s decapitated nearly every
young woman in the nearby village.

CANADA, 2010, 15’30
The descent into depression and madness
of Arthur Lipsett, a troubled Canadian
experimental filmmaker, is depicted in this
absorbing diorama with skillfully interwoven
words from his diary and sound from his films.

ESTONIA, 2008, 15’00
Who is Lili Marleen? A first love, a wartime
prostitute or an enticing fantasy? A mortally
wounded soldier and a band of hungry rats
are chasing the answer to the same question.

National Film Board of Canada
Postal Box 6100, Centre-ville Station
Montreal, Quebec H3C 3H5 Canada
Phone: +1 514 283 9000
festivals@nfb.ca
www.nfb.ca

National Film Board of Canada
Postal Box 6100, Centre-ville Station
Montreal, Quebec H3C 3H5 Canada
Phone: +1 514 283 9000
festivals@nfb.ca
www.nfb.ca

Nukufilm
Niine 11, Tallinn 10414 Estonia
Phone: +372 6414 307 Fax: +372 6414 307
nukufilm@nukufilm.ee
www.nukufilm.ee
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It can be an interesting journey for some films as they meander their way
through the labyrinthine programming structures. Los Estrandados almost didn’t
make it, and yet it brings the house down every time it shows. Somehow, I managed
to convince myself that the low-tech, minimalist animation just wouldn’t quite cut it,
even though I personally thought it was killer funny. Essentially, I’d committed the
most fatal of all curatorial errors – I’d ignored a gut feel. Figuring it would make a
good showing in the Best Of The Next section of the festival it got pushed into the
collection of films that screened for the discerning crew that make up the student
jury. It achieved a near perfect score in that forum. I figured that the Best Of The Next
section had its hands-down winner but the film (and the student jury reaction to it)
stayed on my mind for days afterwards. More than any single film in the festival, it
brought up uncomfortable and contradictory issues about the hazy demarcation that
exists between the student, panorama and international programs.
There’s a fair bit of black magic involved in curating the films into whatever final
form the various programs take for the festival. Student screenings definitely do not
represent a secondary category in the overall scheme of things. But, by definition,
they are also supposed to allow a bit more room for technical and creative
‘experiments’ and are also supposed to be an encouraging platform for promising
filmmakers. Contradictions abound and, despite some serious attempts at defining
the criteria, the demarcation lines bend and weave across a fluid and ever-changing
intellectual landscape.
Those with relevant qualifications – and those with soldered-on common sense –
will realise that reading the last paragraph answered nothing. Cutting to the chase,
dealing with the question at hand, Los Estrandados switched categories not because
it got a universally high score from the Student Jury but because they reminded me
of the gut instinct I should have listened to in the first place.
And maybe all of this explains a little of the mystery and convoluted processes
involved in the decision-making around here.

Lebensader
DIRECTOR: Angela Steffen
PRODUCERS: Sinje Gebauer and

Claudia Krüger
GERMANY, 2009, 6’00
A beautifully drawn film with fluid hints of
Pacific Northwest Native American visual
culture. A little girl finds the whole world
inside a leaf.

Filmakademie Baden-Wurttemberg
Akademiehof 10, Ludwigsburg 71638
Germany
Phone: +49 71 4196 9800
Anke.Kletsch@filmakademie.de
www.animationsinstitut.de
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The Art Of Drowning
DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Diego Maclean

CANADA, 2009, 3’00
A deceptively simple dissertation on what
awaits us at the end of the line.

107–11 E 11th Ave
Vancouver, BC V5T 2B9
Canada
Phone: +1 778 835 1695
diegomaclean@gmail.com
www.artofdrowning.com

Cornelis

Music!

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Ayaka Nakata

DIRECTOR: Geoffroy Moneyron
PRODUCER: Georges Nawrocki

JAPAN, 2008, 3’30
Eyes closed, Cornelis drifts to the centre of
his space. A graceful, imaginative dance.
1-10-6-401 Mihara
Asaka-shi, Saitama-ken, 351-0025
Japan
Phone: +81 90 1508 8529
Fax: +81 48 461 9778
info@ayakanakata.net
www.ayakanakata.net

FRANCE, 2009, 3’45
A stunning digital montage that follows a
very special clown in the midst of a
hyperactive vacuuming mission.
Institut Sainte Genevieve
64 rue d’Assas, Paris 75006
France
Ph: +33 1 4439 0108 Fax: +33 1 4284 2500
isgplt@wanadoo.fr
www.saintegenevieve6.org
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Los Estrandados

Six Steps

The Azure Soul

DIRECTOR: Derek Evanick
PRODUCER: California Institute of the Arts

DIRECTOR: Ju-Young Ban
PRODUCER: Eun-Kyoung Heo

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Julia Gromskaya

USA, 2009, 7’00
One of the crazier films we got in the mail
this year – a strange, hilarious little tale of
desert-island dysfunction.

SOUTH KOREA, 2009, 5’00
Escaping the periscope spies, one twin
girl makes a run for it when water starts
coming in through the fireplace.

California Institute of the Arts
24700 McBean Parkway
Valencia, CA 91355
Phone: +1 661 253 7825
evanick@gmail.com

ITALY, 2009, 4’00
If Monet animated, this is what we might
have seen. The crossroad of Azure Dreams,
the meeting place of a pure soul.

101. 570-2 Mapo-gu
Yunnan-dong, Seoul
South Korea
Phone: +82 10 9686 5386
julysjuly@hanmail.net

Via Serralta 101
Pergola 61045
Italy
Phone: +39 7 2173 4524
juliamassi@yahoo.it

Road Runner

Birds

Yulia

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Zac Wong

DIRECTOR: Filipe Abranches
PRODUCER: Humberto Santana

DIRECTOR: Antoine Arditti
PRODUCER: Jeremy Rochigneux

PORTUGAL, 2009, 7’00
An air of Hitchcockian evil takes flight from
every frame of this sinister misadventure,
which follows an old woman obsessed with
birds and her son who thinks he can fly (and
quite possibly can).

FRANCE, 2009, 5’45
In a flash, Yulia suddenly vanishes from her
kitchen only to find herself in the middle of
a closed room and on the receiving end of
some absurd events.

USA, 2009, 3’30
With more than an unknowing nod to
McLaren, we follow a wild ride down a
suburban street.

1154 Palms Blvd
Venice, CA 90291
USA
Phone: +1 310 347 6310
zwland@gmail.com

Animanostra, Av 5 De Outobro
N.10-1 Sala 9, Lisboa 1050-056 Portugal
Phone: +35 121 350 7068
festivais@animanostra.pt
www.animanostra.pt

Metronomic Production
8 Passage de la Bonne Graine
Paris 75011France
Phone: +33 1 4805 7881
festivalcoordinator@metronomic.fr
www.metronomic.fr

Garbage Angels

Mixed Bag

The Kinematograph

DIRECTOR: Pierre M. Trudeau
PRODUCER: Elene Dallaire

DIRECTOR: Isabelle Favez
PRODUCER: Ruedi Schick

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Tomek Baginski
PRODUCERS: Piotr Sikora and Jaroslaw

CANADA, 2008, 5’30
An enchanting world filled with herds and
swarms of creatures created entirely from
the detritus of everyday life.

SWITZERLAND, 2009, 7’15
A tale of greed, betrayal, cheap suitcases –
and more greed and betrayal. A day in the
life of a bag of lovely, lovely cash.

Sawko
POLAND, 2009, 12’15
Francis, a humble clerk and a self-taught
inventor, had it all, it seemed: a big house
in a small town, a lot of free time and a
loving wife. But…

7241 Berri Street
Montreal, Quebec H2R 2G4
Canada
Phone: +1 514 273 4847
ptrud@sympatico.ca
www.pierremtrudeau.com

Swiss Effects Film GMBH
Thurgauerstrasse 40
Zurich 8050
Switzerland
Ph: +41 44 307 1010 Fax: +41 44 307 1019
info@swisseffects.ch
www.swisseffects.ch

Platige Imageul Raclawicka 99
Warsaw 02-634 Poland
Phone: +48 2 2844 6474
info@platige.com
www.platige.com
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One of the few times I’ve seen an audience stand and cheer a short animated
film was when Missed Aches, by Joanna Priestley, screened to a select few late one
very cold night in Ottawa. I was sitting in the front row (hey, I like the leg room and
the opportunity to be left in peace) and when this film came to a close I became
aware that behind me the assembled, huddled masses were stamping their feet,
cheering at the top of their lungs and actually standing. The people had spoken, it
should be programmed. Luckily I was able to catch up with the filmmaker a few days
later and the deal was sealed with a handshake over pizza. Too easy. Decipher this
little beauty if you can.
MIAF has long championed Estonian animation. It’s a tough job but somebody
has to do it – the best of it is sensational. One of the rising stars of the Estonian
animation scene (yes, such a thing most definitely exists) is Kaspar Jancis. A genuinely
nice guy, he is a worthy carrier of the baton passed on from such great Estonian
hand-drawn animators as Priit Parn and Priit Tender. His films capture the uniquely
Estonian take on contemporary surrealism, the vapours of the odd geo-political
position Estonia has existed in for so much of its recent history and the intense but
joyous frivolity of the Estonian sense of humour. Crocodile is his best film yet,
bringing together all of these elements, paying more token homage to the masters
he has learned from and staking an esoteric claim as an animator to watch.
Chicory ‘n’ Coffee first came to my attention when it was submitted to a festival
on which I was a jury member. The version we all watched was dubbed in English
but the crib-notes that came with it made it clear the filmmaker’s preference was for
it to be heard in its native language, with English sub-titles. Watching this version
didn’t necessarily change the meaning of the film much but it definitely introduced
me to a language so poetic it almost forms its own music track across the film. This
is a fast disappearing local dialect from a specific part of what is now Slovenia.
A language only spoken by a few thousand people at most. I opted for the nonEnglish version of the film print (with English sub-titles) because a little bit of poetry
is important. And, in a land where dialects are disappearing fast, any reminder we
can grasp of the importance of these fading spirits of language just seems like a
good thing.

News!
DIRECTOR/PRODUCER:

Darcy Prendergast
AUSTRALIA, 2009, 5’15
Burning cars, pet worms and cowbells –
it’s the news!
342A Albert St
Brunswick, Victoria 3056
Australia
Phone: +61 401 732 945
darcy.prendergast@gmail.com
www.deepeestudios.com

Fly Fly In Lisbon’s Sky
DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Joana Toste

PORTUGAL, 2009, 4’00
It’s logical – is it not – that it is easy to live
in a logical world. Logically that has to be
the case, right?

07

R. Dona Estefania, 15 – 7DT
Lisboa, 1150-129
Portugal
Phone: +35 121 353 1362
mail@gomtch-gomtch.com
www.gomtch-gomtch.com

Waves Of Time
DIRECTOR: Evgenia Gostrer
PRODUCERS: Evgenia Gostrer and

University of Art and Design Kassel
GERMANY, 2009, 2’30
Commemoration. Reality. Imagination.
Are there boundaries between these tides
in our mind? An exploration in red clay.
Frankfurter Str 99a
Kassel 34121
Germany
Phone: +49 162 342 0168
Evgenia.gostrer@gmx.de
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Backstage

Forest

The Astronomer’s Dream

DIRECTOR: Pierce Davison
PRODUCER: Jacob Fjord

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Allison Schulnik

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER:

USA, 2009, 4’30
An aimless long-haired hobo traipses
through a veritable forest of alternative
realities.

Malcolm Sutherland
CANADA, 2009, 11’30
When a hungry astronomer falls asleep
while working on a problem, he discovers a
solution in the surreal food-chain of his
subconscious mind.

AUSTRALIA, 2010, 3’15
Cynthia’s plan to audition the new play she
has written comes apart when her teacher
forces her to read with Jeremy.
P O Box 48
Mount Lawley, Western Australia 6929
Australia
Phone: +61 412 662 285
jacob@papercutmedia.com
www.davisonbros.com

garaco@allisonschulnik.com
www.allisonschulnik.com

1617 Leclaire
Montreal, PQ HIV 2Z5
Canada
Phone: +1 514 254 5489
animalcolm@yahoo.ca
www.animalcolm.com

Missed Aches

Crocodile

Vive La Rose

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Joanna Priestley

DIRECTOR: Kaspar Jancis
PRODUCER: Kalev Tamm

DIRECTOR: Bruce Alcock
PRODUCERS: Tina Ouellette, Annette

USA, 2009, 4’00
‘Have you ever worked very horde on a
paper for English clash, just to get a very
glow raid? Proofreading your peppers is a
matter of the utmost impotence.’
A short, hilarious lesson on the shortcomings
of spellchecker.

ESTONIA, 2008, 16’45
A twisted love story…with a crocodile…
told by an Estonian (who probably doesn’t
have a crocodile).
Joonisfilm
Roo 9, Tallinn 10611
Estonia
Phone: +372 677 4228
Fax: +372 677 4122
info@joonisfilm.ee
www.joonisfilm.ee

1801 N.W. Upshur Ste 630
Portland, OR 97209 USA
Ph: +1 503 274 2158 Fax: +1 503 274 2158
Joanna@primopix.com
www.primopix.com

Clarke, Michael Fukushima
CANADA, 2009, 6’30
The tragic love story of a fisherman and
his beloved, inspired by a traditional Newfoundland song performed by Émile Benoit
and animated with the materials of that
rugged part of the world.
National Film Board of Canada
Postal Box 6100, Centre-ville Station
Montreal, Quebec H3C 3H5 Canada
Phone: +1 514 283 9000
festivals@nfb.ca
www.nfb.ca

Chicory ’n’ Coffee

Berbaoc

The Trenches

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Dusan Kastelic

DIRECTOR: Taller de Animacion de Arteleku

SLOVENIA, 2008, 8’15
A wife has been making chicory for her
ruffian husband instead of coffee. It’s one
small deception but it has lasted a lifetime.

SPAIN, 2008, 5’00
A bedazzling parade of visual imagery created by a collective of European animators
celebrating the music of Xabier Erkizia.

DIRECTOR: Claude Cloutier
PRODUCER: Marc Bertrand

Polje 18
Zagorje ob Savi 1410
Slovenia
Phone: +386 40 429 252
dusan@bugbrain.com
www.bugbrain.com/chicory

Arteleku
Kristobaldegi 14, Loiola Auzoa
20014 Donostia – San Sebastián
Spain
Ph: +34 943 453 662 Fax: +34 943 462 256
arteleku@gipuzkoa.net
www.arteleku.net

CANADA, 2010, 6’00
An intense anti-war statement created
through archival images that are masterfully
contemporised by filmmaker Claude
Cloutier’s India ink and brush artistry.
National Film Board of Canada
Postal Box 6100, Centre-ville Station
Montreal, Quebec H3C 3H5 Canada
Phone: +1 514 283 9000
festivals@nfb.ca
www.nfb.ca
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One of the trends that seemed to pop up on the festival circuit this year was
the use of an aesthetic based, at least in part, on a backward nod to the style of the
times of yore when Commodore 64’s ruled and the original Nintendos seemed like a
worthwhile way to while away an entire adolescence. (I say that with love. It’s how I
wound up running an animation festival – kind of.) The screens of various festivals
(and the rejection bin of this festival) are littered with high-res, low-concept attempts
at (re)conquering this turf. But a handful of animators got it REALLY right. One of the
most successful has to be David OReilly, who created Please Say Something. In
some ways I struggle with this stuff because I feel like I’ve sort of been there before
but I rely heavily on the reactions of those around me to drag me past that 30-yearold stylistic cul-de-sac and to understand the 21st Century edge that has been
threaded into it. OReilly has made music videos for U2 and this film was a no-question
-about-it hit with the on-line crew who informally cyber-juried the Ottawa festival. This
is also the first film I whole-heartedly recommended to Experimenta for their recent
‘Utopia Now’ exhibition (which hopefully every one of you caught).
It’s pretty hard to resist mentioning that Logorama won the Academy Award
earlier this year for best short animated film. This film came out of Autour de Minuit,
which is a studio, production and distribution company based in Paris that MIAF has
long championed. Logorama was the first film to be formally invited for MIAF 2010.
During a preview screening in their Paris office in August last year, I saw about half
of the film and invited it on the spot. It was irresistible then and splashing it up on to
a three-storey tall screen can only make it more so.
James Cunningham is a filmmaker seriously worth watching. It’s been inexplicably
tricky booking his earlier films and we even missed his second last film, Poppy, which
got a bit lost in a foggy attempt to secure him as a guest. But when his latest film,
Slightly Fishy, came up we decided enough was enough and we nabbed it. It’s a
lot of fun but only a tiny sliver of what he is capable of. Rest assured we haven’t
given up on enticing him into MIAF as a guest.

Peripetics
DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Zeitguised

PRESENTED BY QANTM COLLEGE

UK, 2009, 3’30
Peripetics – ‘the installation of an
irreversible axis on a dynamic timeline’.
A film in six parts each entailing an
imagination of different disoriented systems.
Prenzlauer Allee 27A
Berlin 10405
Germany
Phone: +49 30 8962 6149
Jamie@zeitguised.com
www.zeitguised.com
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Harmonix “The Beatles:
Rock Band” Intro Cinematic
DIRECTOR: Pete Candeland
PRODUCER: Debbie Crosscup

UK, 2009, 2’30
Pretty amazing, man! A sumptuously
created soaring trip through the life and
times of The Beatles – a joyous mix of
magical imagery and the latest CG animating
techniques from one of the great British
masters of the art.

Passion Pictures
33-34 Rathbone Place, London W1T 1JN UK
Ph: +44 20 7323 9933 Fax: +44 20 7323 9030
yoli@passion-pictures.com
www.passion-pictures.com

Slightly Fishy

N.A.S.A. “A Volta”

DIRECTOR: James Cunningham
PRODUCER: Media Design School

DIRECTOR: Alexei Tylevich
PRODUCER: Kevin Shapiro

NEW ZEALAND, 2010, 3’00
A nightmarish habitat-inversion pits a series
of sea creatures against a man trying to
make his way home.

USA, 2009, 4’30
Another day, another drug-deal gone wrong
in this eye-popping fiesta of ultra-violence
set in an 8-Bit isometric metropolis.

Media Design School
P O Box 5927
Wellesley Street, Auckland 1141
New Zealand
darron@mediadesign.school.nz
www.mediadesignschool.com

Logan
4221 Redwood Ave. #2
Los Angeles, CA 90066 USA
Phone: +1 310 822 1500
alex@logan.tv
www.logan.tv

Fly On The Window

What I Have

Masks

DIRECTOR: Nikita Diakur
PRODUCER: Animation Staff, Royal

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Andrey Zhidkov

DIRECTOR: Jerome Boulbes
PRODUCERS: Marc Boyer and

College of Art
UK, 2009, 7’15
It’s all a matter of perspective. A swooping,
veering flight through a group of people
who have little in common other than an
everyday house-fly.

RUSSIA, 2009, 11’15
An eerie tale of intricately depicted
isolation, this recounting of Borges’ story
The Disk outlines the abstract fate of a
woodcutter visited by a king.

Animation Department
Royal College of Art, Kensington Gore
London SW7 2EU U.K.
Ph: +44 207 590 4512 Fax: +44 207 590 4510
jane.colling@rca.ac.uk
www.rca.ac.uk/animation

Jean Francois Mozerr
FRANCE, 2009, 7’45
An evocative ritual combat between two
masks searching for their true face.

525 Prosveshenya St 53-1
St Petersburg 195274
Russia
Phone: +7 906 272 6315
zhutkoff@inbox.ru
zhutko@inbox.ru

Lardux Films
45ter rue de la Revolution, Montreuil 93100
France
Ph: +33 1 4859 4188 Fax: +33 1 4287 2934
lardux@lardux.com
www.lardux.com

Please Say Something

Logorama

4

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: David OReilly

DIRECTOR: H5
PRODUCER: Nicolas Schmerkin

DIRECTOR: Edouard Salier
PRODUCER: Nicolas Schmerkin

FRANCE, 2009, 16’15
Academy Award-winner produced by
Autour de Minuit. An avalanche of logo
imagery forms the very architectural DNA of
a city in the grips of an evil clown on the run.

FRANCE, 2009, 16’30
Four letters, 400,000 possibilities, only one
is real. The latest thought-provoking CG
masterpiece from one of the world’s most
accomplished and uncompromising CG
animators.

GERMANY, 2009, 10’00
One of the most talked about films of the
last Ottawa festival. A troubled relationship
between a Cat and Mouse is set in the
distant future utlising an animation style that
could be described as similarly futuristic.
Kopenicker Str 183, 4. OG
Berlin 10997
Germany
mail@davidoreilly.com
www.davidoreilly.com

Autour de Minuit, 21 rue Henry Monier
Paris 75009 France
Ph: +33 1 4281 1728 Fax: +33 1 4281 1729
info@autourdeminuit.com
www.autourdeminuit.com

Autour de Minuit, 21 rue Henry Monier
Paris 75009 France
Ph: +33 1 4281 1728 Fax: +33 1 4281 1729
info@autourdeminuit.com
www.autourdeminuit.com
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This program has to cover a lot of bases. ‘Abstract’ is an abstract term, so to
speak, and it has to provide a platform for films that might tag themselves as nonnarrative, experimental or visual music. There probably isn’t a program in the festival
that provokes more discussion than this one. There’s the usual criss-cross convo
about the merits of any given film (as any program inevitably generates) but this program extracts commentary about the very meaning of its name. Fair enough, that’s as
it should be. But from on top of the horse I rode in on, the view looks wider – not
narrower. The success of ‘narrative’ films revolves around a fairly specific and limited
number of criteria. But an abstract film can work on the most basic levels of all – if it
excites, intrigues or grasps your interest, it has succeeded. If it just makes you feel
good, it has succeeded.
MIAF has long supported Montreal-based visual-music artist, musician and animator,
Jean Detheux. To describe him as passionate is to significantly understate his
approach. It would be hard to imagine a MIAF without a contribution from Jean.
Creating these pieces of visual music is not just his artistic outlet, it is an essential
element of his existence. Visiting him at his home studio in Montreal is to marvel at
how much computing power can be bolted into a single residence (and also to be
the recipient of some startlingly good food and beer – another subject on which
Jean is a passionate advocate and expert). I know that Jean wonders about my
choice but his contribution this year, New York Counterpoint, grabbed my attention
the moment he showed me. A collaboration with avant-garde musician Steve Reich,

Murmur

Sea Fever

Rip Drip Tear

DIRECTORS/PRODUCERS:

DIRECTORS/PRODUCERS:

Peter Byrne, Carole Woodlock
USA, 2009, 7’00
A contemplation of memory and landscape
blending live-action footage with abstract
hand-drawn and computer-generated
composite animation sequences.

Daisy Gibbs, Tom Massey
UK, 2009, 3’00
As death approaches, an old man struggles
through the words of a forgotten poem.
A lost time, a loved place…

DIRECTOR/ PRODUCER: Janette Goodey
NEW ZEALAND, 2009, 3’45
Beautifully created in paper and ink. A
visual interpretation of an atonal, string
quartet piece created by the filmmaker’s
long-term musical collaborator, Claire
Scholes.

115 French Creek Drive
Rochester, New York 14618 USA
Phone: +1 585 461 3983
pjbfaa@rit.edu
www.murmur.byrnestudio.net/

The Arts University College at Bournemouth
Animation Department
Wallisdown, Poole BH12 5HH
UK
Ph: +44 1 202 363 731 Fax: +44 1 202 537 729
aterkelsen@aucb.ac.uk
www.aucb.ac.uk

28 Outer Crescent
Brighton, Victoria 3186
Australia
Phone: +61 447 615 889
JanetteGoodey@hotmail.com
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I was immediately struck by the change in colour palette, which included striking
reds and a range of hotter colours that his earlier films (or at least those that I knew
of) didn’t possess. New York Counterpoint also demonstrates Jean’s increasingly
widening circle of collaborators and MIAF supporters can expect to see plenty more
of his works in years to come.
Every programmer commits sins of ‘commission’ (running with things that probably
should have been left on the bench) and ‘omission’ (leaving out things that probably
should have been given a guernsey). Inexplicably, MIAF has never shown a film by
David Ehrlich. His body of work reaches back to the 1970’s and has helped define
abstract animation. I can’t even remember where I saw Line Dance but, when I did,
something snapped and it just seemed ridiculous that we’d never shown any work
by such a great animator. I decided to circumvent the normal jury process and just
invited it on the spot.
Long-term MIAF regulars might remember Janette Goodey’s 2007 film, Rip. Her
latest film, Rip Drip Tear, builds significantly on that earlier work, developing both
the finely crafted, intricate visual style of the piece and the intertwining relationship
between those visuals and the music, which was composed by Claire Scholes. Rip
Drip Tear screened in Annecy and is destined for screenings in New Zealand and
London festivals in the months to come.
Sometimes sourcing films for MIAF turns into a more forensic experience than
simply rolling up to festival screenings or opening envelopes filled with DVDs. One of
the tricks is to mercilessly pillage the archives of as many festivals as possible that
will let you rifle through their ‘Dear John’ bins. And there are ALWAYS gems that fall
through the cracks – the MIAF archive will have its fair share of overlooked classics.
This can take an absolute age (contemplate trying to preview 1500+ DVDs in a
cramped storeroom) and usually happens while everybody else is having a lot of
consciousness-lowering fun. But somebody has to do. I kept coming across M, by
Felix Dufour-Laperrière, and I loved it that little bit more every time I saw it. In total, I
found it languishing in four or five festival archives (they shall remain unnamed) in the
last 12 months or so and I knew it would be a perfect closing film for the Abstract
Showcase.
Defining ‘abstract’ is always an interesting process. To some extent the Abstract
Showcase has to do what all the other programs have to do – namely, be representative of the overall tone and style of the works submitted for competition. But
different people have different ideas about just what constitutes abstract, particularly
when it comes to animation.
This year’s Abstract Showcase certainly contains more films with fully recognisable
elements (birds, coins, boats, etc) in them, which is usually the main trigger for ‘feedback’. But there’s not a lot of pure narrative short animation around anyway. Many of
the films in the other competition programs have been sifted through abstract-leaning
narrative filters of varying densities, sometimes leaving us all wondering just where
the line in the sand is. For 2010, at MIAF, that line is here.

Module

Trash And No Star!

Need To Know Why

DIRECTORS/PRODUCERS: Pink Twins:

DIRECTORS/PRODUCERS:

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Neely Goniodsky

Juha and Vesa Vehvilainen
FINLAND, 2008, 6’45
A minimalistic and profound study of
abstract space, architecture and morality
set to an adaptation of the prison blues
No More My Lord.

Karl Lemieux, Claire Blanchet
CANADA, 2008, 7’00
Composed of paint and collage on 16mm
film recovered from the trash. A Tribute to
discarded objects and edited to the nocompromise music of Dreamcatcher.

CANADA, 2008, 1’30
An abstract, animated collage of text and
printed pixels in pursuit of an answer to a
big, big question.

Luuvaniementie 10 F 80
Helsinki 00350 Finland
Phone: +358 50 5521 202
info@pinktwins.com
www.pinktwins.com

5285 Esplanade
Montreal, Quebec H2T 2Z6
Canada
Phone: +1 514 499 1218
Karl_lemieux@hotmail.com

1432 Chomedey Apt. 2
Montreal, Quebec H3H 2A7
Canada
Phone: +1 514 989 9747
neelygoniodsky@gmail.com
http://sites.google.com/site/neelygoniodsky/
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Night Fishing With
Cormorants

New York Counterpoint

Unicycle Film

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Jean Detheux

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Thomas Hicks

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Betsy Kopmar

CANADA, 2009, 11’15
The latest work by one of the world’s most
passionate proponents of visual music.
A startlingly complex vista of compelling
imagery.

UK, 2009, 5’30
Two unicyclists find each other in a dark
forest and fall in love. The embrace, when it
comes, creates a union of more than just
two people.

USA, 2009, 4’30
Inspired by a 17th-Century Kano Tanyu
painting and a starkly beautiful Akira
Yoshimura novel, this work holds in equal
reverence the spirit of the bird, the fish and
the fisherman.

6336 Tre Avenue
Montreal, Quebec H1Y 3A8
Canada
Phone: +1 514 722 3008
jeand2@mac.com
www.vudici.net

1926 Napa Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707 USA
Phone: +1 510 525 0870
bkopmar@gmail.com
www.eyefusion.net

26 Latchmere Lane
Kingston, Surrey KT2 5PD
UK
Phone: +44 7816 839 168
tehicks_45@hotmail.com
thanimation.blogspot.com

Line Dance

bric-a-brac

Anthropos

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: David Ehrlich

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Aaron Wendel

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Mathieu Tremblay

USA, 2008, 2’45
From one of the great living masters of
abstract animation comes this meditative
dance of life using a pastiche of colour and
linear waves.

USA, 2009, 2’00
An animated collection of keys, coins,
cassettes and other junk-drawer objects,
rendered by crayon rubbings to produce
a cast of characters.

CANADA, 2009, 4’15
An idea peaks, a question is asked,
rationality falls and landmarks fade. Tension
rises, sides struggle, spaces combine and
the instant passes.

112 Byam Road
Randolph, VT 05060
USA
Ph: +1 802 234 5401 Fax: +1 802 234 5401
David.Ehrlich@dartmouth.edu

M
DIRECTOR/PRODUCER:

Felix Dufour-Laperrière
CANADA, 2009, 8’00
A film of assemblage, juxtaposition and
manipulation – small architectural structures
appear and overlap, nebulas form and
then disperse but not before recalling
constellations and other stellar marvels.
2218 Darling
Montreal, Quebec H1W 2W8 Canada
Phone: +1 514 521 6623
felixdlap@yahoo.ca
www.lappentis.com

7501W 700S
South Whitley, IN 46787
USA
Phone: +1 260 609 6242
manglemile@gmail.com

5156 St Denis
Montreal, QC H2J 2M2
Canada
Phone: +1 514 279 1454
Mathieu.tremblay@yahoo.com
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LONG
SHORTS
Programming a festival like MIAF starts out being a lot of fun. At the beginning
of the process almost anything seems possible. The first list of ‘must screen’ films
inevitably comes in at three times the amount of screening time available. That doesn’t
even encompass the ‘maybes’. At some point in the process, painful decisions have
to be made and one of the first casualties is usually the really long films. The rationale
is that, all things being equal, how can showing one 20-minute film at the expense of
five equally good four-minute films be justified?
But it occurred to me some time ago that animation has probably done more than
enough damage to the attention spans of viewers, plus lots of really great longer
films were being needlessly left on the shelf. This competition program was set up to
provide a safe haven for longer films. To get in, they had to really use all of that extra
screen time to develop and to flourish on-screen before us. In short, they had to
need every minute of the time they took and not just be films made by people afraid
to talk to an editor.
It’s a pretty diverse bunch this year. It’s always a treat to be able to show a new
Priit Parn film. Made in collaboration with wife, Olga, Divers In The Rain is full of all
the things we love about Parn’s work. The intensely detailed sketch-style of the drawings
marks a return to that of Parn’s earlier works and between them the Parns use every
minute of the film to pour in a rich filling of liquid Estonian surrealism. The political
commentary of Parn’s earlier work seems to have been retired (or at least checked
at the door) and instead that piercing eye has been turned more fully towards figuring
out the vagaries of the human creature. This has always been a rich vein that Parn
has mined like no other and Divers In The Rain shows us that it is as optically
contorted as always.
The other films are some of the most classically narrative in competition this year.
The other element that binds them is that they are all visual feasts – simply extraordinary
looking films. The sumptuous colours of the paint-on-glass technique employed in
A Tear Is Needed, the incredible modelling and the detail of the puppets and
props in Sunday Drive and the simply exorbitant, lavish nature of the plastercine
work in Esterhazy are reminders – if they are needed – of just how great handmade
animation can be.

10
A Tear Is Needed

Sunday Drive

DIRECTOR: Kristina Dufkova
PRODUCER: FAMU

DIRECTOR: Jose Miguel Ribeiro
PRODUCERS: Luis da Matta Almeida,

CZECH REPUBLIC, 2009, 18’45
Miroslava has only one way back from the
world of the dead that she has unwittingly
fallen into. Her only chance, with the help
of her new, and surprisingly upbeat, zombie
friend, is to drink the first tear of a new arrival.

Geert Van Goethem, S.O.I.L. , Arnoud
Rijken, Pascal le Nôtre
PORTUGAL, 2009, 20’00
Can you keep a secret? This Sunday will
be different. We will not get into the car,
Mum and Dad will not argue and we will
play in a garden of giant cabbages.

FAMU
Film and TV School of Academy of Performing
Arts in Prague
Smetanovo nabrezi 2 Prague 116 65
Czech Republic
Ph: +420 234 244 360 Fax: +420 234 244 379
famu.international@famu.cz
www.famu.cz

Agencia – Portuguese Short Film Agency
Auditório Municipal Pr Republica
4480-715 Vila do Conde, Portugal
Ph: +351 252 646 683 Fax: +351 252 638 027
agencia@curtas.pt
www.curtas.pt/agencia/filmes/197/
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Divers In The Rain
DIRECTORS: Priit Parn, Olga Parn
PRODUCER: Kalev Tamm

ESTONIA, 2010, 23’30
A ship that is slowly sinking under the
barrage of a never-ending rainstorm is the
platform for a poignant, understated lovestory between a diver who works only
during the day and a dentist who works
only during the night.
Joonisfilm, Roo 9
Tallinn 10611 Estonia
Ph: +372 677 4228 Fax: +372 677 4122
info@joonisfilm.ee
www.joonisfilm.ee

Esterhazy

DIRECTOR: Izabela Plucinska
PRODUCERS: Maria Blicharska, Monika

Sajko-Donten
POLAND, 2009, 25’00
A story of one of the most significant
events of the late-20th Century as seen
through the eyes of a lovelorn rabbit of
Viennese aristocratic stock, who is
attempting to start a new life in ‘bunny
paradise’ – that fertile, narrow little space
in the middle of the Berlin Wall.
Krakow Film Foundation
Basztowa 15/8a, Krakow 31-143 Poland
Phone: +48 12 294 6945
katarzyna@kff.com.pl
www.kff.com.pl
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It doesn’t get much more hand-made than this.
The basic idea is simple enough. The filmmaker draws an image directly onto a piece
of film using his or her tools of choice. Each frame of film is exactly 35mm diagonally
across so the canvas isn’t very big. And once that mini-masterpiece is committed to
the celluloid all that is needed is another 23 exercises in minimalism (each slightly different to the preceding one) and voila, ONE second of animation. If the filmmaker
can persevere and just get another 1,416 they’ll have a whole minute of the stuff.
Welcome to our Technique Focus for 2010 – direct-to-film, scratch animation, cameraless animation. These terms all describe an animation technique as old as film.
The most famous early exponents were Len Lye and Norman McLaren, master filmmakers such as Stan Brakhage and Caroline Leaf have given us classics over the
years and a lively band of aficionados keeps the flame burning bright to this day.
Colin V. Barton, Mike Maryniuk, Richard Reeves and Steven Woloshen are just a few
of the contemporary animators creating truly amazing films.
The tools and techniques vary within the genre. Some scratch an image directly onto
the film using a variety of small, sharp tools. By applying dyes and varying the depth
of the scratch, differing colours and hues are exposed and fairly complex images can
be created.
Others apply paints, dyes, acids and the like directly onto the film. This generally
creates a more painterly style with less detail but more textured, vivid images.
And still others will stick things directly on to the film. These objects cover a mindboggling array. Brakhage stuck dried moth wings onto the film. Some of the films in
this line-up have been made by sticking such things as dime-store temporary tattoos,
old fashioned Letraset rub-on lettering and border tape straight on to the film
surface. The original films, of course, can’t be run through a projector but are refilmed to create a master.
Film uses a magnetic strip (mag-stripe) that runs as a thin stripe down the side of the
film onto which the soundtrack is normally recorded. Some filmmakers working in this
technique will scratch and damage this mag-stripe, which in turn creates a type of
abstract soundtrack when the film is run through a projector. This is how the sound
track for Linear Dreams, by Richard Reeves, was created, for example.
Filmmakers employing this technique normally have an astounding, almost supernatural,
grasp for synchronising visual movement with sound. They need this because they
have no technical assistance on hand to check that their animation is flowing freely
and moving in time to the chosen soundtrack.
Another feature of this technique is its rapid pacing. It is not a technique that lends
itself to long lingering stills, which require a series of identical images. Instead, these
films tend to twitch and dance to a frenetic ‘can’t stand still’ beat.
To help us explore this technique, we invited one of the best living ‘direct’ animators,
Canada’s Steven Woloshen, to be our guest. He created our wonderful trailer, is
hosting a 2-Day Workshop/Masterclass, assisted in selecting the films in this program and has brought a mini-retrospective of his films with him.
The idea is that this in-depth look at direct-to-film animation is presented in three
separate sections. The first section features recently released films and they – along
with Steven’s latest film, Playtime – are in official competition. The second section
is given over to Steven Wolsohen’s mini-retrospective and the third and final section
is reserved for the classics. It was a lot of fun selecting these and was partly and ably
assisted by an engaged chat go-round on our Facebook page. Len Lye is an obvious
and deliberate omission due in part to the familiarity many of us will have with his
work and also to the fact that he was the very recent subject of a magnificent exhibition at ACMI. Without Steven’s guiding hand, I would have probably chosen
McLaren’s Begone Dull Care, which is a superb film, but his suggestion to instead
select Stars And Stripes gives us a chance to view a much rarer McLaren film that
brings a broader diversity to the program. My thanks also to the Facebook Friend
who suggested Brakhage’s Mothlight – frankly this would have never occurred to
me and the program is all the stronger for it. Linear Dreams remains a startling
achievement – a masterclass in pinpoint timing and an almost impossible-to-grasp
level of scratch art. And NOTHING was going to stop me from screening Caroline
Leaf’s Two Sisters.
It’s been a privilege and a pleasure to work with Steven. MIAF has shown every one
of his films that we could get our hands on. Not everybody ‘gets’ them but that’s OK,
I’m not sure there’s always something specific there to ‘get’. As Chris Robinson,
Artistic Director of the Ottawa International Animation Festival, said once “I like his
films, they just make me feel good for a few minutes”.
Works for me.

TECHNIQUE
FOCUS
DIRECTTO-FILM

Mothlight

Ultimo: “Spong Ice”
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STEVEN

WOLOSHEN

“

I am an analogue guy to
the core. Today’s digital
technologies are everything
but simple for me: common
codices, broadcast standards
and platforms are just some
of the new words I don’t
quite understand.

When I was 12 years old, my little suburb hired dozens
of skilled workers with large machines to move 100 tons of dirt
and gravel. Six months later, the lot was home to our first
community centre. As soon as the doors opened, my parents
promptly signed me up for animation classes. Every Saturday
afternoon, we watched the animated films of the National Film
Board of Canada and pixilated each other with our Super 8
cameras. One day we drew stick men onto 16mm filmstrips
with black markers. Simple.
I am an analogue guy to the core. Today’s digital technologies
are everything but simple for me: common codices, broadcast
standards and platforms are just some of the new words I
don’t quite understand. As hard as I may try to avoid it, my arts
practice often requires some contact with the digital world,
offering me the luxury of sending my work, quick as lightning,
to the four corners of the globe. Last month, I spread blue ink
on film like peanut butter on bread. Simple. I drove my $30 film
to the lab where a million dollar digitizer ingested it, only to be
regurgitated in a more “user-friendly” format. I struggled for
several nights afterwards to compress and re-render the film
to a format that could effectively be flung into the Ethernet
halfway around the world, to Australia. Those nights of anguish
and tension, of waiting for my upload to download made me
wonder why this digital magic can’t be just that: Simple.
Faced with a sea of digital technologies, today’s generation
of direct-to-film animators are keeping Len Lye’s flame gleefully
alive. Since old-school 35mm theatrical prints are pricey and
require a great deal of communication between the artist and
the lab, cool new films such as Jantsch’s The International
Photon and Bolos Quentes Design’s Ultimo: “Spong Ice”
are bypassing analogue workflow issues, engulfing the world
with their bold and beautiful colour storms.
Making things with your bare hands is about endurance –
and permanence. Like my childhood community centre, we
make things so that future generations can benefit from the
fruits of our labours. We marvel at the guy who can carve a
sailing ship on a grain of rice or engrave the bible onto the
head of a pin. Painting and scratching on film reminds me of
my physical connection with the world I inhabit. In Brakhage’s
film Mothlight, we are reminded of material creatures, attracted to the projector’s light and caught on the surface of film
– permanently preserved. Handmade films also remind us that
the surface of the screen is a harmonious extension of the film

itself. Reeves’ Linear Dreams and Neubauer’s Moonlight
imply that the darkened walls of the cinema are their work
surfaces. A cameraless film also suggests that physical effort is
necessary to make art. Caroline Leaf’s Two Sisters reveals
the sweat of the sculptor, the calluses of the dancer and the
steady nerves of the calligrapher, lovingly etched in every
70mm frame.
As for me, if I could see every painting in Madrid’s Prado
Museum in just 3 minutes, how could I do it? With Ditty Dot
Comma (2001), I treated the film leader as a negative in order
to create a new colour palette that would become electrically
charged in the final print. The result: over 3000 frames of handcrafted paintings. It would take me a week at The Louvre to see
that many works of art.
That hyperactive, destructive kid that I was thrived on those
Saturdays at the community centre, just as I thrive today on my
filmmaking practice, frame by frame. With The Curse of the
Voodoo Child (2005), I eased my fear of first-time fatherhood
by sandpapering vintage soft porn. “The experience of having a
child... [was] remarkably, even courageously, unsentimental,
both for concentrating on sexual activity as the basis for the
child’s existence, and for suggesting that a baby brings not
only joy but also chaos and noise into the couple’s life” (C.
Gehman. Spotlight Series DVD: Steven Woloshen. CFMDC).
I created Changing Evan (2006) as a form of therapy. I used
simple hand painted icons and symbols to represent my
daughter’s chicken pox ordeal. As the virus attacked her body,
I attacked the film. Finally, with Playtime, a film commissioned
in 2009 by the Toronto Animated Image Society as homage to
the Canadian painter Jock MacDonald, I combined familiar
techniques of hand painting on film with decayed Hollywood
trailers. I’m very excited that Playtime will have its Australian
premiere at this year’s festival.
Regardless of what anybody says, handmade filmmaking is
a visceral and ephemeral process. This style has endured for
almost eight decades and I see no signpost ahead that says:
“Enough!” I will continue to build with my hands and let the
future generations play in my wreck room. Long live the handmade film and three cheers for those of you who join the
community!

Steven WOLOSHEN June 2010.
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Dialogue

Deux Regards

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Judith Poirier

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Kang Min Kim

Les Oiseaux, Le Vent,
L’Orage

CANADA, 2008, 4’00
A powerful visual dialogue using good
ol’ fashioned ’rub-on’ Letraset type applied
directly to transparent film-stock.

SOUTH KOREA, 2008, 3’00
At the interstice between materiality and
immateriality, direct work on the filmstrip
is digitally rendered, creating tension
between surface and depth.

DIRECTOR: Eloi Menard
CANADA, 2008, 1’45
A life is perhaps more real – more
permanent – in the memories of the people
it actually touches.

4266 rue Marquette
Montreal, Quebec H2J 3X1
Canada
Phone: +1 514 522 3103
poirierjudith@gmail.com

24370 Newhall ave #5
Newhall, CA, 91321
USA
Phone: +1 213 949 7396
30gibson@gmail.com

Tattoo Step

Ultimo: “Spong Ice”

The International Photon

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Mike Maryniuk

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Bolos Quentes

CANADA, 2008, 1’15
Temporary tattoos fixed directly to filmstock create a permanent depiction of
ancient Manitoban spirits.

Design: Albino Tavares, Duarte Amorim,
Miguel Marinheiro, Sergio Couto
PORTUGAL, 2008, 3’30
Part DIY music video, part hand-paintedover-live-action hybrid.

DIRECTOR: Nikolaus Jantsch
AUSTRIA, 2007, 4’00
A light-particle photon speeds towards
earth, creating and defining new streams
of colour as it travels.

Winnipeg Film Group
304-100 Arthur Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 1H3
Canada
Ph: +1 204 925 3452 Fax: +1 204 942 6799
monica@winnipegfilmgroup.com
www.winnipegfilmgroup.com

Avenida dos Aliados N 9,
4 andar, Sala Y
Porto 4000-066 Portugal
Phone: +351 220 155 808
bolosquentes@gmail.com
www.bolosquentes.com

Traffiiiik

5 Tears

Dialogues

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Robert Pasternak

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Colin V. Barton

CANADA, 2007, 1’30
An experiment in visual timing using
‘border tape’ applied directly to clear film
stock.

USA, 2008, 3’30
A shedding of past debts. Each tear
represents a point of regret that gets
purged. Fake religion, fake friends, false
society, lost love, and loss of innocence
are the basic segmented themes.

DIRECTOR: Ulo Pikkov
PRODUCER: Kalev Tamm

Winnipeg Film Group
304 - 100 Arthur Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 1H3
Canada
Ph: +1 204 925 3452 Fax: +1 204 942 6799
monica@winnipegfilmgroup.com
www.winnipegfilmgroup.com

240 Thompson Ave
Glendale, CA 91201 USA
Phone: +1 310 403 1394
colinbarton@mindspring.com
www.mediumstrip.com

ESTONIA, 2008, 5’00
Absurdist humour is drafted as a means to
take a close look at the overload of signage
systems in modern, hi-tech society.
Joonisfilm
Roo 9, Tallinn 10611
Estonia
Ph: +372 677 4228 Fax: +372 677 4122
info@joonisfilm.ee
www.joonisfilm.ee
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HISTORICAL

CLASSICS
Ditty Dot Comma

The Curse Of The Voodoo Child

Mothlight

Linear Dreams

DIRECTOR: Stan Brakhage

DIRECTOR: Richard Reeves
CANADA, 1997, 7’00
A stunning amalgam of ‘line’
and ‘ear’ bring together
scratched images on film with
a hand-scratched soundtrack.

USA, 1963, 4’00
Made by adhering moths
directly to the film-stock and
deliberately playing with the
conventions of positive and
negative film imagery.

Moonlight
DIRECTOR: Berbel Neubauer

GERMANY, 1997, 4’15
A poem to the moon, its voice
being the saxophone. Plants
and birds undergo metamorphosis by night creating an
abstract jungle.
Changing Evan

Ditty Dot Comma

Playtime

DIRECTOR: Steven Woloshen

The Curse Of The
Voodoo Child

CANADA, 2001, 3’00
A masterpiece of visual
punctuation set to a very lively
Oscar Peterson and Buddy
Rich jazz classic.

DIRECTOR: Steven Woloshen
CANADA, 2005, 3’30
Hendrix lays down the ultimate
soundtrack to this piece of
reconstructed, found footage.

Changing Evan

Playtime

DIRECTOR: Steven Woloshen

DIRECTOR: Steven Woloshen
CANADA, 2009, 3’15
‘Let’s Paint!’ Playtime indeed.
A pirouetting parade of playful
images set to an equally playful
jazz track by Oscar Peterson,
Ray Brown and Ed Thigpen.

CANADA, 2006, 3’00
Filmmaking as therapy – the
filmmaker attacks the film
surface in reaction to a viral
attack on his young daughter.

Stars And Stripes
DIRECTOR: Norman McLaren
CANADA, 1941, 2’15
One of McLaren’s earliest
films. A stirring marching band
provides the power for an
acrobatic choreography of
stars and stripes.

Two Sisters
DIRECTOR: Caroline Leaf
CANADA, 1991, 10’30
The fragile line that can exist
between the perception of
protector or jailer is fractured
when a man enters the
shadowed, enclosed world
created by two women.
Mothlight

Two Sisters

Stars And Stripes
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LATE NIGHT

BIZARRE
LATE NIGHT BIZARRE has become one of MIAF’s
most popular programs. And why not! We receive more
than 2000 entries every year and more than a few of them
push the envelope. ‘Bizarre’ is an interesting word – highly
interpretive. Sometimes in this program it plays out as
gut-bustingly funny or over-the-top gross-out. And to be
sure, there’s a thick smear of films in here that fit that brief.
OK – it’s not as overtly offensive as last year but the job
here is to screen a representative sample of what was
submitted and, there’s no doubt, the ‘feel’ of the submissions
this year veered off the road, through the thorny underscrub
and splashed squarely into Lake Macabre. That’s just the
way it played. It’s distinctly disturbed. It sort of swerves
recklessly from the shameless to the infectious and it closes
with one of the singularly most disturbing films we’ve ever
received. Enjoy it, if you dare.

I’m Happy

The Head

Sam Pop Sitt
CANADA, 2009, 2’30
Really? Truly? You don’t sound
very happy! It’s just an observation though – anything could be
going on beneath the surface.

Dante Zaballa and Matias
Vigliano
ARGENTINA, 2010, 2’30
Think, Noddy does acid and
takes the happy-happy, neverending low road looking for a
good time. But there are eyes
in the sky!

Meatwaffle
Leah Shore
USA, 2009, 8’45
Saladface is upset that Bebe
The Hampster is dead. The guy
trying to electrocute his fish
looks pretty upset too!

Skinlines
Monkeymen
GERMANY, 2009, 3’45
Most of our DNA has no
profound biological function.
A supercharged voyage
through the gaps in this DNA
where we encounter a lot of
mushrooms, disco-mirror skulls
and a few of our inner monkeys.

View
Nayoon Rhee
SOUTH KOREA, 2009, 5’30
Cats can be murderous
buggers sometimes! Just like
some babies – turn ya back on
them for a second and …
BAM! All over!

CuteCuteCute

Delicious Friend

Clemens Kogler
AUSTRIA, 2008, 2’00
Sage advice from demented
teddy bears, dancing penises,
300 sheep and bananas mixed
with frog genes.

Pierre Adrien
FRANCE, 2009, 3’45
A deliciously scabrous journey
into the innards of a fantastical,
intestinal living room, all in gory,
glory technicolour.

How To Lose Weight
In 60 Seconds

Haunted Heart

Dave Carter
AUSTRALIA, 2010, 1’30
A warped compendium of
twisted tips on how to lose
weight.

Pellet Gunn
Tim Beckhardt
USA, 2008, 2’45
A dog and a cyclops kill some
time with the help of wormholes
and hobbyist self-modification
kits.

Cow Town
Isaah Powers
USA, 2009, 2’45
Cows, cows, cows. More
cows. Over there – a cow!

Barbee Butcher
Sophie Lagues
CZECH REPUBLIC, 2008, 1’00
A little bit of Barbee Doll
surgery yields some
unexpected results.

Mak The Horny Mac
Daddy
Ian Miller
USA, 2009, 3’75
Mak is da man. Mak has a
goal and everybody needs one
of those. An exercise in pencilsketch, bar-room CroMagnonism

Muzorama
La Station Animation
FRANCE, 2009, 3’00
A world of the most beautiful
surreal surprises piled one
upon another until the mind is
forced to expand.

Bloody Hands
Tomi Malakki
FINLAND, 2008, 6’45
This is the kind of splattered
mayhem that is giving the
church a bad name.

Winona Regan
USA, 2009, 4’15
A tale of peg-leg sex, demented
twins and foot-humping toads.
A film with a lot of tongue made
by a filmmaker with a Kovalyov
touch.

Mr. Iiuu And The Nasty
Bird
Till Penzek, Jon Frickey
GERMANY, 2009, 4’30
Mr Iiuu has a bird – a nasty
bird. Yes! And who is that
parachuting into this platoon of
over-happy minions? Could it
be the star of…

Infection
Viktoriya Gruzdyn
USA, 2009, 3’30
A happy little story of fatal
infections for all the family.

Liminal Introspect
Mircea Purdea
ROMANIA, 2009, 3’00
‘I am late for the world and
much too early for myself.’ A
seering voyage to a frightening,
insane interior.

Dukes Of Broxstonia –
Ear Ache
Suren Perera
AUSTRALIA, 2010, 1’00
Beauty is in the ear of the
beholder. This film surely
represents the ultimate and last
word in the ’ear-wax love’
genre.

I Know You
Gudrun Krebitz
GERMANY, 2009, 4’00
An unanswered telephone, an
attempt to dance, a knife in a
drawer. I know you. Do you
know who you are dealing with?

I’m Happy

Skinlines

How To Lose Weight In
60 Seconds

Barbee Butcher

The Head

Bloody Hands

Haunted Heart

I Know You
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SIGGRAPH
HIGHLIGHTS

Cherries
Cisma
SPAIN, 2009, 1’00
A million and one cherries all
working in perfect harmony.

Unplan The Moment
PRESENTED BY
QANTM COLLEGE
SIGGRAPH continues to be a significant fascination
for us here at MIAF Central. The multi-focus of this
massive event continues to intrigue and inspire. By any
measure it’s a massive event filling some of the largest
convention centres in the US and Asia. Part trade show,
part jobs fair, part art gallery, part future-look, SIGGRAPH
also harbours a stunning animation festival component that
brings together a vast array of short films, visual moving art
pieces, ads, music videos, way-out-there software showcase
reels and scientific demos. This program leans towards the
short-film highlights of this digiterati download but works
hard to represent the spread of what made it on to the
big screens at the world’s longest hitching posts for CG
animation.

La Main Des Maitres
Adrian “CaYuS” Toupet,
Looky, Clement Delatre
FRANCE, 2009, 4’00
Channelling Steampunk, this
film captures the glorious
chaos of an urban battlefield.

Daydreamer
Roland Womack
USA, 2009, 2’00
Just about every boy has had to
contend with a scary monster
at some stage – but this takes
it to a whole new level.

Taming The Cat
Jeonghee Kim
SOUTH KOREA, 2009, 1’30
Mega, hi-tech, fighting transformer joins forces with squishy
toy mouse-on-a-string to take
the battle to the cat.

Roll’n Rock
Nico Cassavecchia
SPAIN, 2009, 1’45
101 different ways to take a
serious bruising on the way to
a gig.

As One
Makoto Yabuki
JAPAN, 2009, 2’45
An ambient collection of
connections; an elaborate
dance of the lines that link
everything to everything else.

LRO Scouts For Safe
Landing Sites
Helen-Nicole Kostis
USA, 2009, 3’00
A digital creation of the work
done by NASA’s Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter as it
searches the surface of the
moon looking for safe landing
sites for the next manned
mission.

Gorilla
Lucas Elliot
SPAIN, 2009, 1’00
A colony of flying cursors
create a 600lb gorilla to drive
home the message about
pandas.

Noble Centre
Deng Bohong
CHINA, 2009, 5’15
Going where only digital
animation can go – the beyondintricate DNA of a vast new
edifice appears, grows and
builds itself ever skyward
before our very eyes.

Second Souffle
Maxime Causeret
FRANCE, 2009, 2’00
A thought-provoking pastiche
of visual ideas of what might
become of us when our time
here has ebbed and then
ended for all time.

Cinetique
Lilium Urbanus
Anca Risca, Joji Tsuruga
USA, 2009, 1’45
A startling digital visualisation
of a giant urban space emerging
from the ground as a giant lily.

Tezcatlipoca
Robin George
USA, 2009, 3’15
Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake
provides the inspiration for
recreating the journey of a
mythical Aztec god, who arrives
on an ancient sun-drenched,
molten earth in the form of a
graceful jaguar.

Alma
Rodrigo Blaas
USA, 2009, 5’15
Things are a VERY long way
from OK in this doll shop,
which has a way of absorbing
little girls who linger too long at
the window.

Friends?
Sveinbjorn Tryggvason
ICELAND, 2009, 1’45
Don’t make the legless, red box
angry – he might be looking for
a friend but he eats cities!

La Main Des Maitres

Toni Costa, Kal Karman
SPAIN, 2009, 1’00
An uber-elegant, fluid dance
par excellence! Freixenet
anyone?

Roll’n Rock

Maxime Causeret
FRANCE, 2009, 2’00
A lavish, visual dissertation
exploring the infinite complexities of simple movement
through multiple planes of
space and imagination.

Silhouettes Of Jazz
Martin-Sebastien Senn
SWITZERLAND, 2009, 3’45
A jazz-history lesson using a
plethora of inanimate digital
sculptures.

Barclaycard
“Waterslide”
Peter Thwaites
UK, 2009, 1’30
Believe it! Glide home – the
ultimate commute.

Future Psychoanalysis
Maribel Martinez Galindo
MEXICO, 2009, 1’30
Transmitting images mind to
mind. The ultimate mind meld?
A future cure for blindness?

House Of Numbers:
Anatomy Of An
Epidemic – HIV
Replication Sequence
Brent Leung
USA, 2009, 1’30
Scientific medical documentary
footage depicting cell
replication of the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).

Hydrodynamic
Butterflies
Yoichiro Kawaguchi
JAPAN, 2009, 1’45
A million million crystals swarm
together to form butterfly
robots, which will be sent out
to explore the farthest reaches
of Mars.

Project: Alpha
Salvador Simo Busom
DENMARK, 2009, 6’45
Even space-monkeys can only
withstand so much temptation.
One monkey’s story of reaching
for the stars and crashing to
earth.

Twisted Murder
Paulo de Almada
USA, 2009, 5’00
A film noir, man-changed-into-amonkey, gay-doctor, knife-inthe-back, detective story with a
happy ending…it turns out you
can do ALOT with a monkey in
the state of California.

Pigeon: Impossible
Lucas Martell
USA, 2009, 6’15
No pigeon should be given
this kind of firepower. Only a
half-eaten bagel can save the
world now.

Steel Life

Barclaycard “Waterslide”

Mathieu Gerard
FRANCE, 2009, 5’45
Meta-digitale. A supremely
graceful ballet using the visual
language of special effects as
its theme.

Gorilla

House Of Numbers: Anatomy Of
An Epidemic
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ZAGREB
FILM
STUDIO SHOWCASE

We’ve always loved Zagreb Film Studio here. Based
in Croatia’s stunningly beautiful capital city, Zagreb,
this organisation is part production house, part school
and part distribution company. It’s an interesting
model and to visit the place is to find oneself stepping
into one of the most interesting archives that exists
in the animation world.
Since the beginning of MIAF, we’ve happily showed their
films each year in competition. But it was a near-empty,
10am Sunday morning screening of Dusan Vokutic films
at the Ottawa festival a few years ago that locked in the
determination to showcase this incredible body of work.
Vokutic put a newly formed Zagreb Film Studio on the
map when his 1961 film, The Substitute, was the first nonAmerican film to win an Academy Award for best animated
short. A decision was made to visit Zagreb Film before that
screening even ended. This stuff was just too good!
Subsequently, a week was spent sifting through their
collection confirming the incredible hospitality of the Zagreb
Film ‘family’, the contemporary rejuvenation of Zagreb as a
city and the immensity of what sits in an orderly, climatecontrolled vault underneath a modest building a stone’s
throw from the main downtown market in Zagreb.
Last year we showed a double-barrel tribute to this
remarkable organisation. The historical program showcased
a collection of films that veered between classic eastern
European influences and the minimalist western tendencies
of studios such as UPA that were determined to forge a new
post-Disney direction for the artform. The second program
purposely focused on the new generation of Croatian
animators who seem determined to use new tools and to
look forward and outward from the rich history depicted in
the historical program.
It was a good way to cover the historical and the contemporary aspects of a special animation story. But sometime
in February a parcel of brand new Zagreb Film screeners
hit our desk with a thump. Two dozen wildly variant pieces.
It was a good day! Watching them made it clear that
modern Croatian animation is extremely varied. The flavours
of modern abstract video art and high-end CG animation
techniques jostle noisily for space with people who seem
happy to pay homage to Vokutic and the other founders of
Zagreb Film. This muscular, fearless blending of the
old and the new makes Croatian animation (of which
Zagreb Film is the major player) a space every animation fan
should have firmly in their sights.

Mobitel Mania

Larger Than Life

Darko Vidackovic
CROATIA, 2008, 5’30
A flat mobile-phone battery
proves to be a portal into a
whole new dimension.

Livio Rajh
CROATIA, 2009, 6’00
In the year 2037, a special,
survivor-recovery squad picks
through the remnants of a postapocalyptic landscape. Overlooking their fallible technology,
they make a very human
discovery.

Up In The Gallery

Note

Tomislav Gregl
CROATIA, 2009, 5’00
Nobody nails this stuff quite like
Kafka. A series of vignettes
designed to bring a little
Kafkaesque absurdity into our
world-view.

Marko Mestrovic
CROATIA, 2008, 12’30
An intimate – sometimes
uncomfortable – look at the
complex relationship between
father and son.

Yearning

No Sleep Won’t
Kill You

Magda Dulcic
CROATIA, 2010, 5’30
Strolling through the streets of
Zagreb, a poet, yearning for
the familiarity of the ocean he
knows, finds inspiration at
every turn.

Format
Darko Bakliza
CROATIA, 2009, 5’45
A quintessential, mixed-media
piece dealing with the boundaries that exist in a relationship
between a man and a woman.

Marko Mestrovic
CROATIA, 2010, 9’00
What happens when dreams
take control over reality? Well,
for starters…

Faust Or About
The Fall
Davor Medurecan
CROATIA, 2009, 8’30
Stunningly Faustian as it is, the
puppet on the bike selling his
soul to the devil is just the
leading edge of a metaphor for
this man’s desire to achieve
immortality and his willingness
to destroy everything around
him in its pursuit.
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INSTALLATION
FILMS
Some animated pieces just aren’t designed to be
screened in a hushed, darkened cinema for people
sitting in nice, straight rows.
Too many of these highly stylised, vividly imaginative works
were just not getting selected for Competition and so we
created a better way to watch them. Come join us in the
Festival Club for this free event.
This collection of animated works is better put up on a wall
and experienced in much the same way as paintings in a
gallery would be. Take the opportunity to take them in from
different angles, to talk to others about them while they
are playing, overhear what others are seeing in them, to
contemplate them as part of a bigger environment.

Johnny

Still Life: London

Diane Obomsawin
CANADA, 2008, 1’00

Wyllie O’Hagan
UK, 2009, 5’45

F5 – Voxel

Where’s Your Head At

Ubik, John-Paul Harney
UK, 2009, 2’30

Max Hattler
UK, 2009, 6’00

Trois, Quatre

The Snail On The
Slope

Jean-Patrice Blanc
FRANCE, 2009, 3’00

Face
Ryoka Nakajima
JAPAN, 2009, 3’00

Symphony

Vladimir Todorovic
SINGAPORE, 2009, 7’45

More From Life
Steven Vander Meer
USA, 2009, 9’00

Erick Oh
USA, 2009, 5’30

La Folia

Trois , Quatre

Face

Symphony

Where’s Your Head At

The Snail On The Slope

La Folia

Jean Detheux
CANADA, 2009, 11’00
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KIDS

The Wreck Of The
Diddley

Gideon The Great:
The Flying Ace

Fatcat & Fishface
NEW ZEALAND, 2008, 3’45
A wickedly good singing-pirate
romp.

Dean Paris, Andy Collen,
Travis J. Hanour, Andrew Reff
USA, 2009, 7’00
Gideon The Great is a junior,
World War I, ace fighter-pilot
– who has to rake the yard.

The Mouse That
Soared
Kyle Bell
USA, 2009, 5’45
A lucky mouse that gets a
chance to learn to fly.

Mushrooms Of The
Storm
Jan Stelizuk
POLAND, 2009, 13’00
A swarm of space-mushrooms
chase an alien’s rickety rocket.

PROGRAM

Tally Ho, Pancake!
Kai Pannen
GERMANY, 2009, 6’45
Anyway you wanta have ’em,
pancakes are delicious.

Garbage Angels
Pierre M. Trudeau
CANADA, 2008, 5’30
An enchanting world filled with
herds and flocks of creatures
created entirely from cool junk.

Red Rider
Martins Paulins
LATVIA, 2009, 3’00
A little girl who thinks she’s
Napoleon tames the wolf and
her grandmother too!

SUPPORTED BY
MEDIA WORLD PRODUCERS OF DOGSTAR

Ormie
Rob Silvestri
USA, 2009, 4’00
This little pig will do
ANYTHING to get the cookies.

When Apples Roll
Reinis Kalnaellis
LATVIA, 2008, 6’45
Cat and his friend have their
annual apple-picking disturbed
when a strange egg rolls into
the orchard.
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FEATURE
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Nike Ad

Edouard

SALIER

“

We see emergent themes
and techniques progress
from experimental
fascinations through to
full-blown, in-your-face
style statements.

Edouard SALIER is an animator with an awe-inspiring
vision for his films. His best known films (Flesh and Empire)
tackle enormous subjects and depict enormous environments – porn adorns entire cityscapes, whole cities are
razed over and over by acts of war (or terror??), the military
machine infiltrates the very DNA of unquestioning societies.
His works get bigger, more complex, more challenging and
more ambitious as he goes. His command of digital animation
technologies is among the most assured of anybody
working in the field and his work just keeps getting better
and better.
His latest film, 4, is an immense and challenging achievement. It arrived last year and could have played then but I
purposely held it back until this year to allow time to arrange
this retrospective.
This collection of films clearly traces the creative progression
– more distinct in Salier than in almost any other filmmaker I
know – from an emerging filmmaker to a pioneering master.
We see emergent themes and techniques progress from
experimental fascinations through to full-blown, in-your-face
style statements. Salier’s fascination with retexturing surfaces
is an obvious example in the water-filled shared-house in
Toks, where the visually contained bedrooms of earlier
films blossom into vast, complex depictions of entire cities
in which every building is a three-dimensional screening
surface for an army of confronting images.
Salier insists that his films are an artist’s reaction to the
political sirens that he hears around him, rather than a
statement about his own political view of the world he
inhabits. Dismissing them as politically dated would be a
naive under-reaction to what could be more constructively
seen as enduring, graphic records of the remarkable events
that, more or less, compelled Salier to create them.

PRESENTED BY QANTM COLLEGE

Smirnoff Ad
Edouard Salier
FRANCE, 2009, 1'00
The story of Smirnoff vodka told
as a mini history lesson and
a breakneck journey across
Europe and the Americas.

VH1 Ad
Edouard Salier
FRANCE, 2009, 1'30
A fiesta of colours and shapes
bursting from the screen
introducing the boundless
possibilities of the VH1
channel.

Edouard Salier
FRANCE, 2009, 1'00
It’s all about energy, movement
and the ability of some of us to
do superhuman things.

The Replicants: “User”
Edouard Salier
FRANCE, 2008, 4'25
A brilliantly executed take on
one of animation’s most basic
devices – the flipbook.

Orishas: “Hay Un
Son”
Edouard Salier
FRANCE, 2007, 3'15
A digital ‘cut-up’ style music
video of beguiling visual
complexity.

6.12.2003
Edouard Salier
FRANCE, 2003, 5'15
A film as much about the digital
manipulation of light as it is
about the connection between
this world and some visitors
from another.

Toks
Edouard Salier
FRANCE, 2003, 8'15
The film which previewed
Salier’s genius for draping
potent and experimental visual
imagery onto everyday urban
surfaces.

Empire
Edouard Salier
FRANCE, 2005, 4'00
The perfect juxtaposition.
An transluscent array of
modern weaponry is superimposed onto real footage from
a more gentle time.

Flesh
Edouard Salier
FRANCE, 2005, 9'45
An entire cityscape depicts
a platoon of skyscrapers
majestically ‘re-painted’ as giant
soft-porn screens reaching up
into the dangerous skies.

4
Edouard Salier
FRANCE, 2009, 16'45
Four letters, 400,000
possibilities, only one is real.
The latest thought-provoking
CG masterpiece from one of
the world’s most accomplished
and uncompromising CG
animators.
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SLINKY
PICS

VIRALS &
IDENTS
Sharing
Suzanne Deakin

Axmen
Chris Shepherd

Blink Box Idents
Various

COMMERCIALS
Olay

SHORT FILMS
Who I Am And What
I Want
Chris Shepherd,
David Shrigley

Tea For Two
Lucy Izzard

One Of The Family
Lucy Izzard

Moo(n)
Leigh Hodgkinson

Dad’s Dead

Suzanne Deakin

Chris Shepherd

CTCA Campaign

Look for Me

Suzanne Deakin

Laura Heit

PSP Sack Boy

The Door

Rebecca Manley

David Shrigley

Silence is Golden
Chris Shepherd

TV SKETCHES
SLINKY PICS, which shares its 10th Anniversary with
MIAF, has created some of our favourite films. Many MIAF
regulars will easily recall Slinky films such as Who I Am
And What I Want, Dad’s Dead, Moo(n), One Of The
Family, Tea Total and Come Rain Or Shine.
This is but the tip of the Slinky Pics’ mountain. Formed by
Maria Manton and Chris Shepherd, Slinky Pics has provided
a nurturing home for an extended family of British animators.
From its base in London’s Brick Lane, filmmakers such as
Lucy Izzard, Leigh Hodgkinson, Emily Skinner, Joe King and
Laura Heit have found an encouraging platform to create a
superb collection of British animated films and award-winning
commercial projects.
A visit to Slinky Pics is a ‘must-do’ every time I go to
London. It is a studio that expands and contracts with the
unpredictable dual tides of commercial client demands and
creative project imperatives. Sometimes it’s a cup of tea in
a tiny office just big enough to house a couple of people –
Maria and Ryan Smith (who tirelessly keep the home-fires
burning) – other times it’s a tour through a wonderland of
storyboards, puppet film-sets and the fascinating rubble of
an animation film-shoot. One never really knows.
To my mind, the secret sauce of Slinky Pics is the delicately
(perhaps precariously) balanced juxtaposition between
managing the commercial projects and keeping the
motivation for purely creative projects front, centre and real.
This isn’t nearly as easy as it sounds (and come to think of
it, it doesn’t even really sound that easy) but for some
reason Maria just simply wants to make really great short
animated films and figures out a way to pay the bills.
LUCKY US!

Monkey Dust
Sketches
Suzanne Deakin

Talented Mouse
Sketches
Leigh Hodgkinson

Wrong Trainers –
Danielle's Story
Leigh Hodgkinson

Moo(n)

One Of The Family

Talented Mouse Sketches

Who I Am And What I Want
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Postman
Mischa Rozema
HOLLAND, 2006, 1’75
Beware, the incoming PP01
is bound to cause some
problems when it unleashes a
pack of giant mutant digital
dogs.

Postman Returns

AUTOUR
DE
MINUIT
AUTOUR DE MINUIT is one of the most dynamic
animation and production houses in Europe.
Founded in 2001 by Nicolas Schmerkin, their modest
Parisian office has become home to an eclectic stable of
animators, including Edouard Salier, Nieto, H5 – the crew
who put together Logorama – and others.
In 2004, Autour de Minuit began acting as a distribution
hub for a stunning roster of European and international
animators. Autour de Minuit is even producing Rosto’s latest
opus, The Monster Of Nix, which you just know we’ll be
definitely keeping a very close eye on. From this incredible
treasure trove, MIAF has sourced a collection of some of
the most interesting and uncompromisingly indie animation
made in Europe in recent times.
In 2006, the prestigious French short-film festival Claremont
Ferrand gave Nicolas the Procirep Award for best French
producer. Earlier this year he received an Academy Award
for his work producing Logorama.
Going forward, its ‘in production’ schedule looks hectic
and incredibly promising. In addition to Rosto’s film there
are two features – a hilarious meta-cinema spoof using
monkeys to send up the worst pretensions of cinema culture,
Animal H by Nieto, and Edouard Salier’s first feature, C.U.B.A.
With almost 100 films produced or on the distribution list,
Autour de Minuit is an incredibly important and innovative
centre of gravity for creative, auteur animation in Europe.

PRESENTED BY QANTM COLLEGE

Mischa Rozema
HOLLAND, 2008, 2’30
As above but with missiles.
Lots and lots of missiles!

S.I.T.E.
Pablo Orlowsky
FRANCE/MEXICO,
2007, 4'30
Search for International
Terrorist Entities – anarchic
computer animation style.

Plasticat
Simon Bogojevic Narath
FRANCE, 2003, 5'15
Night time in the Metropolis.
A pocket full of money.
A beggar in a busy avenue.
Life is about to be turned
upside down.

Tyger
Guilherme Marcondes
BRAZIL, 2006, 4'30
Based on a William Blake
poem, a giant tiger reveals
the hidden reality in an
otherwise ordinary night when
it mysteriously appears above
the city.

Raymond
BIF
FRANCE, 2007, 5’00
Raymond, a lazy swimming
instructor, would like to discover
lost oceans and the mysteries
of life beneath the surface. But
first, he must be strapped to a
spinning wheel.

Obras
Hendrick Dusollier
FRANCE, 2004, 12'00
A single-take, technical tour de
force. A poetic journey through
crumbling ruins of Barcelona’s
irreversible destruction.

Face

Logorama

Hendrick Dusollier
FRANCE, 2007, 5’45
A twisted, spectacular piece on
the grotesque, focusing on a
face trapped in a dangerous
prison of the mind.

H5
FRANCE, 2009, 16'00
An over-marketed world built of
logotypes. A dramatic taking of
hostages by a corporate
symbol gone rogue. A giant
Californian earthquake. A
shakey world built on simple
symbols with complex connotations.
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VINCE

COLLINS
Jim KNOX

“DOESN'T JUST PUSH THE ENVELOPE, BUT STAMPS IT
AND MAILS IT TO TIERRA DEL FUEGO!”
Singular artifacts of the hallucination generation, these cartoons by Vince Collins
stride the summit of psychedelic cinema like the proverbial eye atop of a pyramid.
Unique within the field of cel animation, their nearest neighbours might be the
labyrinthine etudes of stop motion master-craftsman, Bruce Bickford; mostly, what
they suggest is your very own encounter with a blotter sheet of windowpane.
Within this unstable multiverse of collapsing, contingent forms, several things remain
constant. Foremost is a long-standing collaboration with his wife and muse, Miwako.
Traditional pen-and-ink 2D animation achieves a quality of harlequin mesmerism,
depicting chimerical characters of quantum unlikelihood. And music, sometimes
reduced to its elemental form of noise and sound, is a crucial element throughout.
Films like Euphoria and the US bicentennial celebration, 200, draw on the stock
music library Valentino Music for their soundtracks of clangorous acid rock. Life Is
Flashing Before Your Eyes finds accompaniment from a musical setting and
performance of Collins’ original lyric by his friend, the singer Lewis Motisher. Other
works use a sophisticated but self-taught technique of “musique concrete”: sound
effects and electronic noises laboriously mixed and edited in sync with the restless
kaleidoscope unfurling over the screen.
Collins’ sole tenure as commercial-animator-for-hire was for Jeffrey Hale’s Imagination
Inc. – the company that produced some of the finest interstitial animations for
Sesame Street’s first decade of broadcasting (the famed Pinball Number Count
and the Grace Slick-voxed Jazz Number sequences, among them). His directorial
credit for Magic Pig Calypso Song aka It Depends On Your Perspective exemplifies
the Collins approach to metamorphing transience: a piggy bank becomes a table
and stools become a birdcage becomes a bicycle wheel becomes an A-frame house
becomes a pencil becomes a coffee mug becomes a duck becomes a ringing bell
becomes an opened umbrella becomes a halved watermelon becomes a salt shaker
becomes a snare drum becomes an escalator becomes etc etc etc… all of these
items revolving through a restless two and a half dimensions of cartoon celluloid.
Instinctively independent, through a succession of prizes and small grants, Collins
was able to achieve sufficient creative autonomy to dedicate years of work to a
polymorphous monsterpiece like Malice In Wonderland. This stunning mutagenic
caprice distills the essential narrative by Lewis Carroll into four and a half minutes of
erogenous organicism – the displacement of fairytale familiarity into a strange and
twisted vapourscape. Ultimately, the films demonstrate precisely the things that only
animation can do, and do best, among the arts.
Probably it’s worth remarking that all this prodigious disorientation of audience
sensibilities proceeds from intentions aligned with those of the original psychedelic
project: not to the end of confounding our senses, but of expanding our capacity for
synthesis, analogy, and critical investigation of normative behaviours. These are films
that have plunged down the rabbit hole and traversed the mirror. Enjoy the trip!

200

Euphoria

Fantasy
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VINCE

COLLINS
RETROSPECTIVE

“

Vince Collins is by
any definition a
genius of the
psychedelic
animation genre.

Sometimes this job is too easy. Some days, it’s just a
matter of opening up the ol’ Inbox and a couple of
Grade A pearls just roll right out. It don’t happen often
but when it does it’s usually a game changer.
One day I opened an email from Jim Knox who programs –
among other things – the Ecoplex Cinema at the Meredith
Music Festival. Although our conversation started out as a
chat about programming some animation into his event, it
turned out he’d somehow been in touch with one my
animation heroes, Vince Collins. His original idea had been
to screen a selection of Vince’s finest works at his festival
but hearing my unbridled enthusiasm for these films he offered the program to MIAF instead. The animation world is
full of such generous people.
Malice In Wonderland has to be one of the all time cult
classics. Vince Collins is by any definition a genius of the
psychedelic animation genre. Whether or not you like that
genre is entirely a matter of taste and, perhaps, personal
history. But if you do, this is the program for you.
I’m enormously grateful to Jim for his generous gift to
MIAF and for connecting me with one of the true greats of
the indie animation world. The resulting program will be a
scratchy 16mm wild ride through a very, very vivid
alternative world.
Thanks Jim – owe you a big one!
Malcolm TURNER
MIAF Director

Malice In Wonderland

Animation

Fantasy

Vince Collins
USA, 1978, 10’00

Vince Collins
USA, 1976, 3’15

Gilgamesh

Vince Collins
USA, 1975, 3’30

Vince Collins
USA, 1973, 3’00

Sesame Street
Samples

200

Life Is Flashing
Before Your Eyes

Vince Collins
USA, 1975, 3’00

Vince Collins
USA, 1984, 2’45

Euphoria

Malice In Wonderland

Vince Collins
USA, 1974, 4’00

Malice In Wonderland

Vince Collins
USA, 1982, 6’00
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Felix
The Cat
For years I have wanted to showcase
Felix The Cat. The original episodes
bare little resemblance to the rounded,
coloured, TV character that many people
probably think of when Felix comes to
mind.
Felix was the first animation super-star.
His image adorned a plethora of
merchandise, his producer (ex-pat
Australian Pat Sullivan) travelled the
world in first-class luxury and received
red-carpet welcomes. Crowds lined up
around the block at the promise of a
new Felix short.
The natural place to start when researching a program of Felix shorts
was with John Canemaker, who is a New
York-based, Academy Award-winning
animator, a respected teacher and a
published author of several books on
animation. His 1991 book, Felix: The
Twisted Tale Of The World’s Most
Famous Cat, is a bible of all things to do
with Felix. I enjoyed Mr Canemaker’s
gracious hospitality during a visit to New
York and he provided many leads – one
of which took me to Colin Cowles.
Colin is one of life’s true gentlemen.
His passion for cinema has seen him
spend a life collecting more than 200
projectors, build a home cinema in his
orchard and stack a room full to the
brim with cans and cans of Felix The Cat
16mm films.
Spending a weekend at Colin and Kath’s
converted farmhouse in Sussex, two
hours out of London, watching episode
after episode of Felix was probably the
single best programming experience in
the lead-up to MIAF 2010. I learned
more about Felix in two days than I’d
learned in a lifetime, I saw and handled
ancient projectors of types and formats
I’d never known existed – and I ate very,
very well.
This will be not just a highlight of MIAF
2010 but a significant highlight of a
decade of presenting this festival. Many
people helped in various ways, large
and small, but Colin has made this
possible – and fun!
Malcolm TURNER MIAF Director

“

Ninety years after our
little metamorphic
friend was created he
still keeps on walking.

WITH CAT-LIKE TREAD!
Ninety years after our little metamorphic friend was created he still keeps on walking
and, despite various attempts to re-create him with colour and sound, the original
cartoons, with their flat perspective and at times crude animation, has never been
surpassed. Why not? Because they are inventive and demand attention. They
capitalise on the visual image and that ‘what’s coming next’ factor – Felix changes
himself into a walking stick or a bag, he lengthens his tail in order to reach for a
bottle of milk and he uses the drawn exclamation marks on the frame to propel
himself from another desperate situation. This reliance on the visual image, and the
fact that the content is not closely synchronised with a sound track, seems to
strengthen the quality of the films. In some ways the reluctance of the Sullivan
Studios to adapt to sound, although leading in part to the demise of Felix, has in fact
helped keep the cult status that he enjoyed in the first half of the 1920s. Of course
there was no such thing as a silent film and there would be an organist or pianist
improvising along with the image on the screen – live interaction was part of the art
of the silent cinema.
There is much interest and intrigue centred around the creation of Felix The Cat.
There is no doubt in my mind that the Australian Pat Sullivan was the creator of our
little friend and that Felix’s development and animation was the work of the American
animator Otto Messmer. The Twisted Tale Of The World’s Most Famous Cat by
John Canemaker (Da Capo Press New York) and the magazine Films And Filming,
November 1974 issue (archive material) make an excellent introduction to this
fascinating story.
The program of Felix The Cat cartoons on screen gives clear examples of progressive
changes in the early Felix. The years up to mid-1925, when Margaret Winkler was
the distributor, were arguably the most creatively inventive; the years from mid-1925
to 1928 when distribution was by Educational Pictures Release saw notable
changes such as far less ‘balloon titles’ and possibly less metamorphosis; and then
up to 1930 with Copley Pictures Release obvious linking to sound caused the
slowing of action and long repetitive sections.
Felix became a cult figure and for a time was the best known and best loved cartoon
character being shown in thousands of cinemas worldwide. He assumed a character
of his own and held a super-star status that equaled any of his human counterparts.
His popularity held no age barriers. The films may be viewed on more than one level
– the basic cartoon character and the various almost ‘slap stick’ situations can
amuse all children but at times there is an underlying commentary that will engage
the adult mind. Certainly, his ability to shrug off problems and always appear totally
resilient and come out ‘on top’ is something to which we would all like to aspire.
Felix’s co-stars, in all his films, never assumed an important role and were never
developed in their own right – Felix was always the predominant character. His
girlfriend/wife was Kitty; his kittens were Inky, Dinky and Winky; his parrot rival was
Laura and his mouse enemy was Skiddoo.
Over the years there have been many attempts to re-establish Felix starting with the
RKO/Van Beuren colour releases of 1936, which, with the development of sound,
gave Felix a voice. These were well made ‘pretty’ cartoons but they were nothing
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Felix Crosses The Crooks

Felix Gets Broadcasted

Felix The Globetrotter
Felix –
the original
character

spectacular and Felix seems to have lost his pithy attitude
to life. Although all his films were always fantasy the slight
attachment to reality give them some real significance, unlike
the Van Beuren Releases that were simply fantasy. Only three
films were made in this period. Later, the long running TV
series of Felix from Trans – Lux and then CBS’s series from
circa 1959 to 1996 were popular though they never realised
Felix’s original popularity, quite simply because the films were
not as inventive.
The recent re-release of many silent classics over the last few
decades has opened the eyes of a wider audience to the
quality of this era of cinema and it has been my experience
that showing original Felix The Cat cartoons has caused
similar reactions – amazement at how such a simple,
diminutive black and white figure can assume such a strong
character, demanding attention when on the screen. There is
no doubt Felix will live forever.
There were over 175 Felix films produced between 1919 and
1930 and many have been lost. There are no libraries with
complete collections and researchers such as the ‘Felix Guru’,
David Gerstein, rely on the many amateur film-collectors
piecing together sub-standard (non-35mm) film, at times
creating complete prints lost to the profession. These films
still surface today causing great excitement and full details and
up-to-date lists may be found on http://felix.goldenagecartoons.com/ which includes the most comprehensive Felix
Filmography currently available.

Colin COWLES

RECOMMENDED READING FOR RESEARCH
The Twisted Tale of the World’s Most Famous Cat
John Canemaker – Da Capo Press New York
ISBN: 0 -306 – 80731 - 9
Nine Lives to Live
David Gerstein – Fantagraphics Books – Seattle
ISBN: 1 – 56097 -308 - 0
Felix The Black and White Catalogue
C and T Cowles – Cottage Harmony/Woodspring – UK
ISBN No: 978 – 1 – 901084 – 73 – 3

Felix Crosses
The Crooks
DIRECTOR: Otto Messmer
PRODUCER: Pat Sullivan
USA, 1924
Trying to help a policeman with
a sore foot, Felix decides to try
and arrest a bank robber.
From his hiding place under a
manhole cover, Felix’s cunning
plan begins to take shape.

Felix Gets
Broadcasted
DIRECTOR: Otto Messmer
PRODUCER: Pat Sullivan
USA, 1923
Felix gets magically telexed to
Egypt by an angry fisherman
after Felix steals his fish.

Felix The Globetrotter
DIRECTOR: Otto Messmer
PRODUCER: Pat Sullivan
USA, 1923
Felix embarks on an unlikely
journey – helped along by an
angry goat – to find a kangaroo
and claim a reward.

Felix In Hollywood
DIRECTOR: Otto Messmer
PRODUCER: Pat Sullivan
USA, 1923
Felix hatches a cunning plot to
sell a whole shop-full of shoes
to get the money for enough
ham sandwiches to tide him
and his friend over on the trip
to Hollywood.

Felix Strikes It Rich
DIRECTOR: Otto Messmer
PRODUCER: Pat Sullivan
USA, 1923
Something’s wrong down on
the farm. The chickens ain’t
laying and somehow Felix is
involved.

Felix Finds Out
DIRECTOR: Otto Messmer
PRODUCER: Pat Sullivan
USA, 1924
Felix’s tail comes to the rescue
with the answers for a maths
test. Meanwhile, Felix has to
find out (the hard way) what
makes the moon shine.

Felix Gets The Can
DIRECTOR: Otto Messmer
PRODUCER: Pat Sullivan
USA, 1924
A failed fishing trip prompts
Felix to make a trip to Alaska
where he encounters Bad
Dan McStew.

Felix The Cat
In The Cold Rush
DIRECTOR: Otto Messmer
PRODUCER: Pat Sullivan
USA, 1925
After being locked in an ice box
and turning into a block of ice,
Felix makes an imaginary trip to
Iceland.

Felix The Cat In
Eats Are West
DIRECTOR: Otto Messmer
PRODUCER: Pat Sullivan
USA, 1925
Felix improvises an airplane to
make a quick getaway when he
gets caught stealing a big pile
of flapjacks.

Felix The Cat In Flim
Flam Films
(aka Felix The Cat
Makes A Movie)
DIRECTOR: Otto Messmer
PRODUCER: Pat Sullivan
USA, 1927
After getting kicked out of a
cinema, Felix and the kids
decide to make their own films
but have distinctly mixed
results.

Felix The Cat In
Oceantics
(aka Felix Puts To Sea)
DIRECTOR: Otto Messmer
PRODUCER: Pat Sullivan
USA, 1930
High jinx on the high seas.
Felix’s inventive, shapechanging tail saves the day.
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MUSIC
VIDEO
SHOWCASE
Programmer:
Nag VLADERMERSKY
LONDON INTERNATIONAL ANIMATION FESTIVAL

Gorillaz
Stylo

Quantic
Death of the Revolution

DIRECTORS: Jamie Hewlett,
Pete Candeland

Tom Jobbins

Gravenhurst
Nightwatchman's Blues

The New Pornographers
Myriad Harbour
DIRECTOR: Fluorescent Hill

DIRECTOR: Thomas Hicks

Fleet Foxes
Mykonos

CAREERS
FORUM

Flogging Molly
Float
DIRECTOR: Karni and Saul

DIRECTOR: Sean Pecknold

Arjan M
Black Hole

Massive Attack
Splitting the Atom
DIRECTOR: Edouard Salier

DIRECTOR: Arjan M

U2
I'll Go Crazy If I Don't
Go Crazy Tonight
DIRECTOR: David OReilly

Cornershop
Soul School
DIRECTOR: Abi Williams

Paolo Nutini
Pencil Full of Lead
DIRECTOR: Corin Hardy

NASA Feat Kool Keith
And Tom Waits
Spacious Thoughts
DIRECTOR: Fluorescent Hill

Joshua Radin
Rock My Hologram
DIRECTOR: Ben Lister

Fleet Foxes
White Winter Hymnal
DIRECTOR: Sean Pecknold

Cornelius
Rolling Stone
DIRECTOR: Koichiro Tsujikawa

Graffiti 6
Stare Into The Sun
DIRECTOR: Ian Stevenson

Thursday 24 June 7.15pm

Cornershop
Free Love

Cinema 1
FREE SESSION

DIRECTOR: Chris Hemming

Grizzly Bear
While You Wait For
Others
DIRECTOR: Sean Pecknold

Coldplay
Strawberry Swing
DIRECTOR: Shynola

A general discussion amongst panellists and the audience
about the animation industry including job opportunities,
realistic salary expectations and how to get your foot in
the door.

Lali Puna
That Day
DIRECTOR: Yu Sato

Gorillaz

All ages
This session is free but seats are limited.
Please don’t forget to grab a ticket from the
ACMI Box Office.

Cornershop

The panel will address the diversity of the industry including
opportunities to specialise in different fields and work
overseas. All aspects relevant to a career in animation will
be covered with the aim to assist you in deciding if this is
the career for you and what skills you need to enter the
industry.
There will be opportunity for you to ask questions and
gain an insight into the exciting career paths in this
fast-growing industry.

PRESENTED BY HOLMESGLEN
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The Dressmaker’s
Daughter

Poet Tree

News!

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Caroline Huf

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER:

DIRECTOR: Huni Bolliger
PRODUCER: Tom Booth

2008, 6’30
Poetry in motion. A fascinating, hands-on
stop-motion fiesta animated in a public
space utilising materials most readily on
hand.

Darcy Prendergast
2009, 5’15
Burning cars, pet worms and cowbells –
it’s the news!

2009, 6’30
Escaping the cruel labels of her master, a
wooden doll finds all she needs for renewal
in a magical forest.
64 William St
Balaclava, Victoria 3183
Australia
Phone: +61 434 988 979
tomjbooth@live.com
www.hunib.com

Phone: +61 423 593 154
cabbyhuf22@hotmail.com

342A Albert St
Brunswick, Victoria 3056
Australia
Phone: +61 401 732 945
darcy.prendergast@gmail.com
www.deepeestudios.com

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

In creating The Dressmaker’s Daughter
I wanted to make an uplifting story of hope.
The film explores the courage it takes to
cast off the baggage of past generations
and forge a new identity. The film aims to
give the audience a sensual and visual
feast of animation styles that are collaged
to create a whimsical and mesmerizing
filmic journey.

Poet Tree grew out of a fascination with
the stop-animation process and a desire
to show the passing of real time alongside
the fantasy of the ‘tree’ growing. The people
who pass through the library become
fleeting images in the animation as the light
changes through the day and shelves of
books shift about. It was a hive of activity.
Mothers and their babies turned up for
story-telling time, retirees read papers,
teachers searched for materials and readers
gathered shopping bags of books and
CDs. Travellers passed through to use the
internet, yachties came to study maps
before the races and a journalist worked on
a hot story. At 3.30pm each day the school
kids turned up and hung out reading, doing
homework, playing chess, taking art classes,
sharing with me their cartoons and helping
out on the tree. The library was a thriving
community. When finished the animation
was screened in the library, near the tree,
and local poets read their poetry to the crowd.

I guess I made News! because there is so
much, especially about Australian media
and culture, that annoys the hell out of me.
So I set about making a satirical piece
where I could air a good percentage of
those gripes. By getting this off my chest in
film format, Tracy Grimshaw, Hughesy,
many of the Neighbours cast, various
football meatheads and other C-grade TV
'personalities' avoided the wrath of my
PPSh-41 submachine gun. For now. All
this aside, I just love making things. I love
the thrill of production, I love being sleep
deprived and I want to be in production as
often as possible. I hate being stagnant.
It’s important for me as a creator to
continue creating.

HUNI BOLLIGER
Huni Bolliger is an award-winning artist, filmmaker, writer, director, teacher and animator.
Huni has a Bachelor of Arts majoring in Film
Studies and Fine Arts, and a Diploma of
Education in Art teaching. Huni recently
completed her Masters in Film and Television
Animation at the Victorian College of the Arts,
Melbourne, Australia. She has worked as a
professional artist, writer, photographer, multimedia educator and filmmaker. Huni spent
many years in the Northern Territory designing
and teaching multimedia and film production
to Indigenous students in remote communities
and islands in the ‘Top End’ of Australia.

DARCY PRENDERGAST

CAROLINE HUF
Cab Huf studied sculpture at the Australian
National University School of Art, moved on
to acting at the Victorian College of Arts, and
completed a Masters of Fine Arts at the
University of New South Wales, College of
Fine Arts in 2007. It was while studying fine
arts that Cab began weaving train tickets and
animating them. Her current work combines
sculpture, performance and animation.

Darcy Prendergast has made a swag of other
short films in his time, runs his own studio
here in Melbourne and now has his first kids’
series on the horizon. He does a lot of music
video work and lectures at RMIT in stopmotion techniques. And the drums, he likes
to play the drums.
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Mi Amistad (My Friendship)
DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Katie Ryan

2009, 10’00
A simple friendship between two children
of different cultures strains under a dark
umbrella of external pressures and violent
realities.

Messier 808
DIRECTOR: Arm Wantaya Thitipaisal
PRODUCER: RMIT

2009, 2’30
Psychedelia checks in for a short but very
wild ride.
21 Whitby St
West Brunswick, Victoria 3055
Australia
Phone: +61 421 722 271
wantayathitipaisal@hotmail.com
www.wantaya.wordpress.com/

How To Lose Weight In
60 Seconds

93 / 50 Ellenborough St
Lyneham, ACT 2602
Australia
Phone: +61 439 478 969
parrotboss@gmail.com
www.puzzledkittyproductions.com

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Dave Carter

2010, 1’30
A warped compendium of twisted tips on
how to lose weight.
50 Lord St
North Sydney, New South Wales 2060
Australia
Phone: +61 413 629 789
dave@thedavecartershow.com
www.thedavecartershow.com

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

The journey of Galactic Rotation. Messier
808 is a non-linear animation. The animation
shows characters from my imaginative and
twisted mind in a parade to their destiny.

I’ve always thought the subject of weightloss was ripe for picking – the methods
and treatments people undergo are pure
comic territory. To cut to the ‘fat’ and get
straight to the punch lines, I set a 60-second
mission to free myself from showing the
lead-in for each gag and focus on building
the tempo.
I decided to do it in clay because, unlike
CGI, 2D, or cutout stop motion, clay has
a real physical mass. Being my first time
producing clay animation, I really put my
character under physical duress and the
results are real. Just like method acting. In
fact, with incalculable hours of work, poor
diet, and stress I realised that animating for
weight-loss actually works!

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

Mi Amistad was born out of my memories
of growing up in South America, as a
young white girl of English-speaking
parents, trying to fit in with the children of a
Uruguayan town. It is a hand-drawn film
mimicking the simplicity of the world when
we are young.
As a child I had many friends who lived in
the local slum and our different skin colour
and relative wealth made no difference to
our fun and games. But just before our
family moved back to Australia, our friendships went cold. At 12, I was confronted
with social inequality – the fact that I could
fly in an aeroplane and live in a different
country and my friends never could. Mi
Amstad’s two main characters illustrate
the two sides of this story; where one child
leaves for a wealthier country and the other
is left behind.

ARM WANTAYA THITIPAISAL
Arm Wantaya Thitipaisal is a freelance
illustrator mainly working in Thailand. In 2009
he graduated from the Advanced Diploma of
Multimedia, RMIT Univeristy.

KATIE RYAN

DAVE CARTER
Inspired by a Terry Gilliam animation
marathon, Dave Carter started out with paper
cutouts four years ago and has since called
himself an independent animator. He’s
animated promos for MTV and a Sony BMG
music video, but his favourite commission
was from Mike ‘Beavis and Butthead’ Judge to
create a 6-part series for The Animation Show.
Psychotown has been broadcast on MTV
and released on DVD by Comedy Central.
A believer that the story should determine the
technique, Dave tends to alternate his visual
style but sticks with a comic sensibility that
keeps everything ‘The Dave Carter Show’.

Katie is a young, freckled Aussie who recently
put her itchy fingers to the task of drawing an
epic 10-minute film based on her experience
growing up as a ‘missionary kid’ in Uruguay.
A 2009 Honours Graduate from the National
Australian University, Katie spent six months
on exchange in Canada learning traditional
skills in stop motion and nad-drawn animation.
A keen lover of painting, drawing and
cartooning, Katie is especially thrilled to be
bringing her pencil lines to living, breathing,
story-telling life. She has a number of 3D and
traditionally animated shorts under her belt
and now that she isn’t a student anymore but
a REAL human being, she hungers for a
chance at an animated feature. In her spare
time, Katie runs marathons, doodles on her
bedroom wall and dreams of fierce aerial
battles with sky monsters.
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Ink

The Cockerels Egg

DIRECTOR: Justine Wallace
PRODUCER: Selin Yaman

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Peter Allen

2009, 11’15
A lost toy, a broken childhood and a girl
spray-painting the streets in search of both.
10 Regent Street
Prahran, Victoria 3181
Australia
Phone: +61 417 568 677
Fax: +61 3 9529 3699
selin@netspace.net.au

2010, 1’00
The true story of a Swiss rooster who was
tried and executed for sorcery in 1478.

39 Taylor St
Cranbourne, Victoria 3977
Australia
Phone: +61 413 691 169
Peter.allen@fonetikfilms.com

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

Ink is a story about trying to trust in the
face of fear. It grew out of my determination
to tell May’s story of surviving abuse but
just as strong was my desire to talk about
the resilience of the human spirit.
Throughout Ink runs a theme of May’s drive
to process her suffering and connect with
her world by making art.

After a wild festival ride with my previous
animated short Flip (MIAF 2009), I really
wanted to get another short out for 2010.
The submission deadline for MIAF snuck
up while I was travelling overseas and, with
only two weeks to go, I knuckled down at
my Mum’s kitchen table and pushed out
The Cockerels Egg in ten days.
My previous animated shorts had been
mostly silent (and labour-intensive), visual
narratives. To save time, I designed The
Cockerels Egg to be narration-driven,
otherwise known as ‘radio with pictures’.
The film has also been picked up by the
Columbia Gorge Film Festival in Washington
State, USA. The Cockerels Egg is a proof
of concept and pilot for a proposed series
of supernatural-themed short stories that I
like to call ‘Witchy Bites’.

JUSTINE WALLACE
Ink is Justine Wallace’s first film as writer/
director. Her previous screen credits include
It’s Like That (2003), and Slim Pickings (1996).
Justine has worked in Melbourne for ten
years as a freelance animator on a range of
television commercials, documentaries,
exhibitions, console games and children’s
television series. She is currently studying for
a Masters in Film and TV as well as lecturing
in animation and design.

PETER W. ALLEN
Peter W. Allen studied print-making at art
school but went on to teach himself digital
imaging and animation when working in the
early days of interactive multimedia. After
ten-plus years as coordinator of Design, Multimedia and Art at Holmesglen TAFE, Peter left
to spend a year teaching English in Japan.
Since returning, Peter has found a new
position as Multimedia Program Coordinator
at Federation Square. For the last decade or
so Peter has been an active short-film maker
and animator, working on numerous animated
and live-action shorts that have screened at
festivals all over the world.

The Collectivity of
Randomology
DIRECTOR: Pam Readford
PRODUCER: Andrew Hagan

2009, 2’30
A sublime tsunami of surrealist, mindbending morphisms from an imagination
cut adrift from life as we know it.
Charles Sturt University
School of Communication and Creative Industries
Boorooma St
Wagga Wagga, New South Wales 2678
Australia
ahagan@csu.edu.au
www.csu.edu.au/svpa
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The Petrol Can Rider

Squirrel Away

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Simon O'Carrigan

DIRECTOR: Mark Sheard
PRODUCER: Damian Smart

2009, 3’15
The struggle to refuel a Monaro GTS
evokes isolation, addiction and unattainable
satisfaction in a post-apocalyptic, future
Australian wasteland.
P O Box 1308
Richmond North, Victoria 3121
Australia
Phone: +61 403 885 988
simon@simonocarrigan.com.au
www.simonocarrigan.com.au

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

The Petrol Can Rider was inspired by a
short story called The Coal Scuttle Rider,
by Franz Kafka, as well as George Miller’s
seminal film, Mad Max. It was around late2008, and the petrol crisis was dominating
news headlines across the country and the
heroin drought was noticeable around the
streets in Melbourne, with junkies looking
more down-hearted than usual. It seemed
that addiction, tyranny of distance and an
apocalyptic sentiment were themes thick in
the air.
The entire film was hand-drawn in a homestudio on a budget of about four hundred
dollars. Each frame of the film contains, at
minimum, five separate drawings, all done
on A4 office paper with a hole punch and
some chopstick ends for registration pegs,
using a makeshift lightbox comprising a
table lamp, plywood, stacked books, and a
sheet of perspex. Daniel Bowden delivered
an original score with spacious slide steel
guitar, reminiscent of Ry Cooder’s score
for Paris Texas – to really bring home the
distance and isolation.

2010, 3’30
A nutty little film about a squirrel hoarding
his precious acorns in a tree that looks like
it's gonna blow under the strain.

Backstage
DIRECTOR: Pierce Davison
PRODUCER: Jacob Fjord

2010, 3’15
Cynthia’s plan to audition the new play she
has written comes apart when her teacher
forces her to read with Jeremy.
P O Box 48
Mount Lawley, Western Australia 6929
Australia
Phone: +61 412 662 285
jacob@papercutmedia.com
www.davisonbros.com

Smart and Sheard Productions
28A / 247 Drummond Street
Carlton, Victoria 3053
Australia
Phone: +61 3 9347 7477
mark@smartandsheard.com
www.smartandsheard.com

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

Mark Sheard has been animating professionally for over 13 years now. He started
working on traditional hand-drawn series
animation and TVC’s and was head illustrator
at Moose Enterprise for a couple of years
designing the original Mighty Beanz, which
won the International Toy of the Year 2003.
In 2007, Mark started Smart and Sheard
Productions with Damian Smart, where
they do animation productions of all sorts:
TV ads, viral shorts, web animation and
series production. They produced the
animated series The Beach Crew, which is
currently airing on Foxtel and KidsCo in
over 80 countries. The series was designed
by Damian and produced entirely in
Australia. It was Mark’s first outing as a
director, and they’re quite proud of its
achievements. Mark and Damian’s first film,
Squirrel Away, is starting its festival circuit
here at MIAF. We’re hoping it will travel the
globe and audiences all over will enjoy and
appreciate the work that has gone in to
creating it.

PIERCE DAVIDSON

SIMON O’CARRIGAN
Simon O’Carrigan lives and works in Melbourne.
His artwork ranges across animation, drawing,
collage and painting. Since 2005, he has been
involved in over twenty solo and group exhibitions and his animations have screened widely:
in exhibition spaces, on public screens, and in
film festivals in Australia, Taiwan, Singapore,
and Mexico.
Simon formally studied painting at the Victorian
College of the Arts and at Monash University
and has no formal animation training. He is
quick to point out though that he made his
first hand-drawn, cel-style animation at the
age of fourteen – it was twelve frames long,
ran for one second, and took two months to
make.

Pierce Davison began his film career by
doing a degree in commerce at the University
of Western Australia, during which time he
directed his first short animation UFO Inferno,
a coat-hanger and magnet classic. Over the
next six years Pierce has made over a dozen
short animations culminating in the recent
completion of a three-minute pilot of Medusa
for SBS.
In between, he made Fetch, an adaptation of
Henry Lawson's Loaded Dog for the ABC, and
created The Olympiads Lounge for FlyTV and
ABC's Animated Behaviour. He also wrote,
directed and created the original Medusa
short film, which has been screened widely
around the world, and was a finalist at Intel
Tropfest 2003.
Pierce is a former ABC TV Young Filmmaker
of the Year. He is currently working on Professor
Pebbles, an animation set in hell.

MARK SHEARD & DAMIAN SMART
The concept of Squirrel Away was a collaboration of ideas. Our producer Damian Smart
came to me with the notion of doing a short
film to showcase the best of our abilities and
push our skills. When you’ve worked in the
industry for so long, you realise you never
really get the time to do something for
yourselves, so this was a good chance to do
something great. We wanted it to be something
different, something memorable and funny.
Our lead animator Brock Knowles began
working on the look and created fantastic
backgrounds and designs, which instantly
became the focus of our film; I spent a lot of
time on the storyboards and animatic, making
sure the narrative was strong and the timing
was right; and the actual animation production
was done in-house. Everyone at Smart and
Sheard Productions put their all into this film
and I hope the audience can see that.
More importantly I hope they enjoy it.
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Heirlooms
DIRECTOR: Susan Danta, Wendy Chandler
PRODUCER: Wendy Chandler

2009, 10’00
A beautifully crafted animated documentary
that artfully explores the internal landscape
of people, their heirlooms and cultural
identification.

The Isle Of
Insectaesthesia

Parasol Productions Pty Ltd
78 Backhouse Street
Wentworth Falls, New South Wales 2782
Australia
Phone: +61 414 508 699
wendy300@bigpond.net.au

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Paul Fletcher

2010, 5’00
The small island of Insectaesthesia supports
ten percent of the world’s species, many of
which occur nowhere else and all of which
have a unique perspective of the world.
P O Box 128
Lockwood South, Victoria 3551 Australia
Phone: +61 3 5435 3980
Fax: +61 3 9685 9001
paulf@impulse.net.au
www.digitalcompost.net

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

I have been busy creating imaginary creatures and their associated real or imaginary
worlds for several projects, including
installations, performances and short films
over the last few years. My interest has been
in experimenting with form and function –
blending elements of docu-fantasy, selfand environment-awareness, animation,
abstraction and visual music. On the factual
side, this particular film was influenced
by reading On Borrowed Time by David
Lindenmayer (2007).
The Isle of Insectaesthesia could equally
be seen as a personal state of mind and
feeling or as a metaphor for our island
continent of Australia.

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

We have a strong interest in family stories
and the complex issues surrounding cultural
identity in an ever-changing world. It was
important to us to represent some of the
many different cultures within our nation.
These included Indigenous Australians,
early European settlers, post-war Italian,
Greek, British and Korean immigrants and
refugees from conflict from the past
(China) and present (Africa).
Using photography, rotoscoping and traditional 2D animation techniques each oneminute episode shares the story of a
particular heirloom – what it is, how it came
in to the possession of the current owner,
and the significance of the object to the
owner. Although each story unravels a
unique cultural journey and sentimental
meaning of the precious heirloom, these
individual experiences act as scenes from
a common tapestry, sharing an emotional
thread that binds them into a shared,
universal experience.
Heirlooms is a celebration of the courage
of our ancestors, who live on through the
very human tradition of passing down
objects and storytelling.

Scary Therapy
DIRECTOR: Suren Perera PRODUCERS:

Stu Connolly, Donna Andrews
2009, 4’30
Vampires with first-date nerves, zombies
with addiction problems and a human-fly
with parental issues. Everybody needs a
little help from time to time.
Sticky Pictures
203 / 166 Glebe Point Rd
Glebe, New South Wales 2037 Australia
Phone: +61 2 9692 8732
info@stickypictures.tv
www.stickypictures.tv
FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

Animated and directed by Suren Perera,
the documentary-style short film is a unique
blend of 2D/Flash animation and photographic stills with 3D effects.
The film was shot on location in suburban
and central Melbourne and Sydney.
Working in the photographic elements with
artificial lighting effects and 3D props, we
blended two environments into one. We
wanted to give the series a clash of 'worlds'
making the 2D animated monsters more
isolated in the ‘real’ world surrounding them.
Scary Therapy was produced by Sticky
Pictures (Australia) with assistance from
SBS Television and Screen Australia. It is
based on the TV series Monster Auditions,
which is a series of one-minute interviews
with the monsters that screened on SBS.

WENDY CHANDLER & SUSAN DANTA
PAUL FLETCHER
Paul Fletcher started making sounds and
scratching on film and cutting up Super 8 film
as a teenager. He still works between sound
and image literally and metaphorically,
combining real and digital image animation
techniques and creating sound and music as
stimulus for, response to or interaction with
film in pursuit of its kinetic and poetic potential.
Paul is currently a lecturer in animation at
Victorian College of Arts, School of Film and
Television, has community and individual
animation productions underway and
collaborates regularly with other visual and
performing artists and musicians. He is a
member of the groups, Punctum, Undue
Noise, Art and Technology Coalition.

Wendy Chandler and Susan Danta are awardwinning animators from Sydney, Australia.
Wendy, an established animator and filmmaker, began lecturing at the University of
Western Sydney, in 1996. Here she met Susan
as a student and mentored her. Susan has
since established a strong independent career
in animation, following in Wendy’s footsteps.
In 2008, Wendy and Susan collaborated for
the first time to conceive and produce the
strikingly original animated documentary
series Heirlooms.

SUREN PERERA
Melbourne-based Suren is one of Australia's
most exciting young animation directors and
designers – his work has made an impact
across TV, games and the web. Suren has
won accolades for his design and direction
on the Brolga Song and Morning Star. These
films were screened, and won prizes, at many
animation festivals around the world. Suren
has collaborated with writer Stu Connolly on
shorts and series for ABC, Nickelodeon and
Disney as well as animating Nathan
Jureivicius’ Scary Girl game.
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The Thing In The Distance

Calypso

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Elliot Cowan

DIRECTOR: Jack Parry
PRODUCER: Marianna Parry

2009, 5’30
Paranoia, obsession and hot tea are the
name of the game in this new stressful
adventure.
209-10 41st Avenue, Apt. 1U
Bayside, NY 11361
USA
Phone: +1 917 359 0274
elliotcowanimation@yahoo.com
www.elliotelliotelliot.com

2009, 9’15
In the not-so-distant future of robotic aged
care, George has been abandoned to his
last days surrounded by a circle of mechanised carers.
P O Box 541
Glen Huntly, Victoria 3163
Australia
Ph: +61 3 9571 3679 Fax: +61 3 9571 3679
info@parrystudios.com
www.parrystudios.com

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

FILMMAKER’S NOTE:

In the last five years I've moved to two
different nations. I've applied for visas and
greencards and dealt with lawyers and
airplanes and the brutes in immigration.
I was married last year and in September
this year, we're having our first child.
There's always, always something in the
distance. I'm sure you know what I mean.
Boxhead and Roundhead seemed the
most obvious way to bring this tale of
nerves and discomfort to the screen.

Music talks to me. Whenever I hear an
intriguing melody I start to see stories in my
head. First they appear as jumbled images
then slowly it all starts to gel and make
sense. The first piece of the story of
Calypso came to me several years ago
listening to music in the car. I had been
particularly taken by one piece of music
by The Counterfeit Gypsies. I had been
listening to it over and over again when one
day without warning the music took a hold
of me. I could see the whole film as clearly
as I see it now as a finished film. Calypso is
a film about finding dignity in death and
having fun doing so.

ELLIOT COWAN
Elliot Cowan began his animation career in
Melbourne, moved it across Bass Strait to
Tasmania, then to London and finally to
New York.
In that time, he's directed the award-winning
series, The Stressful Adventures of Boxhead
and Roundhead, projects for Sesame Workshop,
Elizabeth Arden, and the popular and polarising,
How The Mormon Stole Everything.
Currently, he's prepping a feature based on
his Boxhead and Roundhead characters and
teaching university students how to make
cartoons. When he's not making animation
he's usually drawing.
Everything Elliot ever made can be found on
Youtube and he loves hearing from folks
around the world.

JACK PARRY
Jack Parry has been an animator for close to
ten years now. He runs his own studio and
teaches animation at The Holmesglen Institute.
He’s also taught at Deakin, RMIT and The
CGC over the years. Several of Jack’s
students have gone on to work on features
such as Avatar, Charlotte's Web, Mary & Max
and TV series like Animalia. Besides making
short films, such as Flutterby, which won best
film at the Victorian Independent Film Festival
2007, Jack produces technical/biotech
animations for various medical and engineering
industries.
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PANORAMA
Cube Frenzy

Andy B. Rabbit

Apurva More
2009, 1’45

Matt Barron
2009, 3’15

Dream Words

It’s Not Easy Being
Green

Fei Zhou
2008, 2’30

The Fire Within
Poppy Heartwood

Kayla Outhred
2009, 1’30

Falling Stars
Stuart Tozer
2009, 3'15

In Transit
Sang-Jin Lee
2009, 2’30

Night Shift
The Haplocks

Anna Czuprynski
2009, 1’45

The Haplocks
Veronica Sive
2009, 2’00

Keep Out
Matt Barron, Pam Readford
2009, 2’30

Cube Frenzy

Night Shift

Dream Words

Matt Greenwood
2009, 3’15

Only By Appointment
Rene Chandler
2009, 2’45

Poppy Heartwood
Fleur McArthur
2009, 2’45

Articulate
Marianna Shek
2009, 7’15

Greedy Boy
Kim Young Ha
2009, 4’30
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INTERNATIONAL

GRADUATE ANIMATION
FESTIVAL
Formic

The Forest

Roman Kalin, Florian Wittmann
GERMANY, 2009, 3’45

David Scharf
GERMANY, 2009, 6’15

Train Of Thought
Train Of Thought

Leo Bridle, Ben Thomas
UK, 2009, 4’00

The Trap
Joni Mannisto, Janne Kukkonen,
JP Saari, Mikko Korhonen
FINLAND, 2008, 4’30
David Ochs
USA, 2009, 5’00

Magical Eyeball
Hsun-Chun Chuang
TAIWAN, 2009, 5’30
Tiberian’s Dreams

Cloudy Day
Elysium
Sun & Egg
GERMANY, 2009, 7’30

Immeasurable
Gergely Cziraki
UK, 2007, 8’00

Emanuel Strixner
GERMANY, 2009, 7’45

Isaiah Powers, Jeremy Casper,
Stuart Bury
USA, 2009, 6’15

Benigni
Elli Vuorinen, Pinja Partanen,
Jasmiini Ottelin
FINLAND, 2009, 8’00

The Ocean
I-An Chen
TAIWAN, 2009, 6’00

Benigni

Lied 12

Hircine Airlines

Magus Maximus

Dried Up

Kamelia Chabane, Adrien Flanquart
FRANCE, 2009, 7’30

Flyman

Michal Carasso, Dana Manor Cohen
ISRAEL, 2009, 6’30

one

Who’s Hungry?

Elysium

Tiberian’s Dreams

two
Plexo

Katharina Niedermeier
GERMANY, 2009, 5’00

Jan Anthamatten
SWITZERLAND, 2009, 2’00

Lecon De Songe

Flyman

Adrien Perrugault
FRANCE, 2009, 5’00

Shu-Wei Chang
TAIWAN, 2009, 2’45

Seon Yu

0 (Zero)

In-Suk Seo
SOUTH KOREA, 2009, 4’30

Jace Kim
CANADA, 2009, 3’30

Whale

Man In Weather

Mi-Young Baek
FRANCE, 2009, 8’00

Yu-Yu Hsu
TAIWAN, 2009, 4’00

Lullaby

Martian And Pulpet

Nick White
UK, 2009, 3’15

Diego H. Dieguez
ARGENTINA, 2009, 5’15

The Lighthouse Keeper

The Home Keeper

David Francois, Roni Hotin, Jeremie
Moreau, Baptiste Rogron, Gaelle Thierry,
Mailys Vallade
FRANCE, 2009, 3’15

Dae-Yeong Hong
SOUTH KOREA, 2009, 5’30

three
Hircine Airlines
Ben Hendricks
USA, 2009, 5’30

INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

PANORAMA
ONE

PANORAMA
TWO

one

two
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“No Naked!”
Caroline Foley
USA, 2009, 5’00

I Miss You
Su-Jin Jo
SOUTH KOREA, 2009, 4’30

The Radiologist’s
Room
Arash Radkia
IRAN, 2009, 4’30

Theatrical Romance
Oksana Karpus
UKRAINE, 2008, 10’00

Uncle Ma’an
Sahar Al-Sawaf
USA, 2007, 4’00

A Reminiscence Of
A Splendid Day
Kim Joon
SOUTH KOREA, 2009, 4’15

Backwards
Aaron Hughes
USA, 2009, 4’30

Loving The Bomb
Alison Davis
CANADA, 2009, 4’00

The Mouse That
Soared
Kyle Bell
USA, 2009, 5’45

“A” Copy
Pablo A. Diaz, Gervasio
Rodriguez Traverso
ARGENTINA, 2009, 5’45

Muraveyka
Tatyana Musalyamova
RUSSIA, 2008, 7’00

Jugglers 2
Niven Wilson
USA, 2009, 8’00

Lighthouse
Velislava Gospodinova
BULGARIA, 2009, 5’00

Far Enough

A Film About Poo

Veselina Dashinova
UK, 2009, 4’30

Anne Wilkins, Emily Howells
UK, 2009, 1’30

Bingo

Cheshire Dream

Luke Carlton
UK, 2010, 1’30

Ksenia Ustyuzhaninova
RUSSIA, 2009, 5’15

The Yellow Envelope
Delphine Hermans
BELGIUM, 2008, 9’00

The Radiologist’s Room

The Mouse That Soared

The Yellow Envelope

Lighthouse

“A” Copy
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The Wobble Incident
Claire Blanchet, Sam Vipond
CANADA, 2009, 4’15

The Animator’s Way Of
Surviving The Crisis
Markus Wende
GERMANY, 2009, 5’00

Draw Poker
Emil Sellstrom
DENMARK, 2009, 5’00

Mecanismo Olvidador
Juan Camilo Gonzalez
USA, 2009, 2’15

The Terrible Thing Of
Alpha-9!
Jake Armstrong
USA, 2009, 5’45

Game Trilogy
Wong Ching Han
CHINA, 2008, 10’00

The Substance Of
Earth
Jin-man Kim
SOUTH KOREA, 2007, 10’15

Intergalactic Who’s
Who “The Vegetation
Of Zig 5”
Carol Beecher, Kevin D. A.
Kurytnik
CANADA, 2009, 3’00

Hayan In The Weird
Dentistry
Ha-yan Park
SOUTH KOREA, 2008, 3’00

The Greatest Meal
Eun-hye Kim
SOUTH KOREA, 2009, 3’30

There’s Bliss In
The Kiss
Melanie Beisswenger
GERMANY, 2009, 1’15

Prairie Solliloquy
Mandy Cmoc
CANADA, 2009, 4’45

Smolik
Cristiano Mourato
PORTUGAL, 2009, 8’00

Gym Lesson
Hannes Rall
GERMANY, 2008, 8’15

Prayers For Peace
Dustin Grella
USA, 2009, 8’45

Mad Val
Comfort Arthur
UK, 2009, 6’00

Pig Me
Mette Tange
DENMARK, 2009, 7’15

The Wobble Incident

Draw Poker

The Terrible Thing Of Alpha-9!

Pig Me

Mad Val
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TEN
YEARS
OF MIAF
JUST FOR
THE RECORD
We’ve shown some
wonderful films over the
years and this list of the
“Best Of Fest” and
“Best Australian” films
from each successive
MIAF plus the relevent
program covers brings
back some colourful
memories.

2001
When
The Day
Breaks
DIRECTORS:

Wendy Tilby,
Amanda Forbes
CANADA,
1999, 9’30

Bad Baby
Amy
DIRECTOR:

Anthony
Lucas
AUSTRALIA,
2001, 13’00

2002
The
Invasion
DIRECTOR:

Phil Mulloy
UK, 2001,
14’30

Buckethead
DIRECTOR:

Dan Hartney
AUSTRALIA,
2001, 9’30

2003
Pirouette
DIRECTOR: Tali

CANADA,
2002, 4’50

Mother
Tongue
DIRECTOR:

Susan Danta
AUSTRALIA
2002, 5’30

PRESENTED BY JMC ACADEMY
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2004
Flux
DIRECTOR:

Chris Hinton
CANADA,
2002, 7’40

It’s Like
That
DIRECTORS:

Southern
Ladies
Animation
Group
AUSTRALIA,
2003, 5’00

10 Years Of MIAF – Random Recollections From Day One

I kicked around a number of headlines for this little article destined for the history
books. Maybe ‘I Love It When A Plan Comes Together’ would cut the nut? But
dignifying MIAF’s decade with the word ‘plan’ seems to be stretching things a bit –
besides, I think I used that heading for something else a couple of years ago.
‘A Tale Of 3 People’? Perhaps a bit obscure and I got bogged down with needless
worries about whether to use ‘3’ or ‘Three’. Had to move on.
In the end I damn near settled on ‘Be Careful What You Ask For’. I say this with
love but running this festival of unpredictability has probably shortened the lives of a
number of people (and never more so than this, our decade year!).
The history of this event though is simple enough and MIAF’s progression from a
‘why not give it a go’ meeting in the back garden of a flat on Alexander Parade to the
behemoth that it has become is probably relatively straight forward. We wanted to
create one of the biggest animation festivals in the world and, well, here we are.
Cue the wavy visual and the harp music soundtrack – we’re going back in time
to 1999. Two ex-pat British graduates from the London University of Life had just
finished a wonderful film called Ashputtle Or The Mother’s Ghost based on an
Angela Carter book, obtained in less than fully explained circumstances. Susi Allender
and Nag Vladermersky were living in Melbourne and when their film was completed
it was an immediate success on the international animation festival circuit.
At the same time, I had managed to talk my way into a role programming animation
for the New Zealand Film Festival. It was partly a reaction to the increasing frustrations
of coming up against the physical limits of what could be produced in theatre and
partly an exit strategy from the Fringe Festival management job I had at the time.
The exit strategy thing turned out to be a wise investment of time when I was suddenly
and rudely fired from the Fringe gig for a mixture of insouciance and an attempt to
take it in a direction nobody else wanted to go.
Ashputtle hit my desk with a thud and it was an obvious film to invite on the spot.
This invitation led to an exchange (utilising the then new fangled email contraption
thingy) with Nag and Susi about how one goes about setting up a festival.
I’d been to exactly two animation festivals by this stage. The World Animation
Celebration in Los Angeles – which was nothing of the kind, consisting of about
80% American content, almost no European works and only one Australian film that
was booed by the audience because it mentioned the phrase ‘black fella’, which the
locals interpreted to mean something akin to the N word – and the wonderful
Stuttgart festival, where I was introduced to the likes of Alexander Petrov, Yuri
Norstein, Phil Mulloy, Bill Plympton and so many others.
Susi and Nag had started doing the festival circuit with their film and could not
understand why Melbourne did not have an animation festival. Dreams were
dreamed, plans were planned, proposals were proposed and airline tickets were
booked. The trio of simple optimists who would become the founding directors of
MIAF finally came together in one place.

2005
Ryan
DIRECTOR:

Chris Landreth
CANADA,
2005, 14’30

Birthday
Boy
DIRECTOR:

Sejong Park
AUSTRALIA,
2004, 9’15

2006
Jona/
Tomberry
DIRECTOR:

Rosto
HOLLAND,
2005, 12’15

In My Day
DIRECTOR:

Dave Jones
AUSTRALIA,
2005, 5’00
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Word of the grand plan was put out. Pastries and coffee were promised to any
interested party who cared to venture out to Susi’s flat one Saturday morning and
offer their wisdom. First in the gate was the one and only Adam Elliot. He didn’t stay
long but by the time he wandered off the whole thing seemed not just eminently
possible but even relatively achievable – Adam’s just like that. I remember John
Powers also making a short, sharp contribution which really helped us identify our
priorities and maybe jettison some of the fluffier items on the magic wish-list – and
John’s just like that.
Cinemedia came through with access to their Treasury Cinema (what’s happened
to the dear old Treasury – I really hope it’s not half full of water with a flickering light
in one corner). The Melbourne City Council provided a small grant that allowed us
to print a few flyers and we sat down and waded through a pile of VHS tapes that
came in when we put the word out that the first Melbourne International Animation
Festival was open for business. Generally speaking, entry forms and invitations had
to be faxed. Memories flood back of long after-hour’s sessions feeding that cursed
fax machine in the hallway of the Cinemedia office. An entrepreneurial mate
organised the bar and café and we knuckled down to learn the weird, evil magic of
shipping invoices, screening formats, censorship exemption regulations, ticketing
codes…ugh, the list goes on!!
The decade has seen over 13,000 films submitted for entry and more than 3,000
films screened. MIAF’s resource-base and geographic isolation mean that our guest
roster over the years has been on the small side but every single one of them has
remained a good friend. The technology used to get the festival on-screen has
changed dramatically over the decade becoming more complex, vastly more
expensive and breath-takingly LESS reliable and usually with only minimal gains
(often not even that) to the presentation quality.
Today, there is a touring festival and satellite events that rely on MIAF for their
programming. Hopefully, too, there are a few people wandering around who now
understand that animation is an artform and that it can be used by artists to
communicate the whole range of things that artists insist on sharing with us.
Long may it be so.
The idea of ‘the next decade’ seems an almost impossible concept to grasp but,
that said, the last ten years just seem to have flown by.
Malcolm TURNER MIAF DIRECTOR

2007
My Love
DIRECTOR:

Alexander Petrov
RUSSIA,
2006, 26’00

Fraught
DIRECTORS:

Stephanie
Brotchie,
Chris Pahlow,
Maia Tarrell
AUSTRALIA,
2006, 6’00

Madame
Tutli-Putli
DIRECTOR: Chris Lavis,

Maciek Szczerbowski
CANADA, 2007, 17’25

2008

The Passenger
DIRECTOR: Chris Jones
AUSTRALIA, 2007, 7’00

The Spine
DIRECTOR:

Chris Landreth
CANADA, 2009, 11’00

2009

The Bronze Mirror
DIRECTOR: Susan Danta
AUSTRALIA, 2008, 7’00
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There’s a hundred different ways to pull together a program
like this. Just going with a selection of prize winners is a
handy way of sidestepping the inevitable slings and arrows
of outrage and the equally inevitable tsunami of alternative
suggestions. But that’s a bit predictable, really.
A short-list of personal favourites perhaps? If it is to be slings
and arrows for the programmer then at least the curator should
enjoy the program. A desire to avoid the accusation of complete
self-indulgence arrived just in time to kill off that method.
Films that had a significant impact on the festival seemed
like a good idea but often were a bit hard to pin down.
That left the obvious option – ‘all of the above’.
Let’s start with indulgences first perhaps (that’s how they
work). Igor Kovalyov is one of my favourite animators of all time.
I still possess the note he sent me approving my request to
screen a retrospective of his works at the first MIAF. Born in
Kiev, being a co-founder (with Alexander Tatarsky) of Pilot
Studio in Moscow and master-in-residence at Klasky Csupo
in Los Angeles are a couple of his career touchstones. In
Kovalyov’s world, the ‘normal’ and the everyday are harbingers
of repression; and domestic simplicity is a haven for forces of
entrapment. Add to this mix an undeniable sense of barely
restrained sexual repression, a visual grammar all of his own
and an apparently bottomless well of visual symbolism. His
2005 film, Milch, is a masterpiece from one of the living masters
of the form. A film that asks more questions than it answers.
Moving on to impact films. Most people who were part of
the festivities in 2006 would remember Rosto. His films depict
worlds over-fuelled with their own searing logic. In person,
Rosto is an engaging, impressive presence. His views on the
importance of art in life are lucid and uncompromising. His 2005
film, Jona/Tomberry, created a chilling excitement when it
screened and it won’t have lost any of its impact in the interim.
We eagerly await completion of his next opus, The Monster
Of Nix.
When The Day Breaks by Wendy Tilby & Amanda Forbes
must be one of the most awarded films of all time. It must also
be one of the most beautifully crafted films of all time as well.
It is a reminder of just what a vital and special organisation the
National Film Board of Canada is and remains. Without the
NFB’s contribution it is impossible to see how animation as an
artform could have progressed to the stage it has.
And why not Ashputtle Or The Mother’s Ghost? This is
the film that is responsible for creating MIAF. It made the filmmakers ponder Melbourne’s lack of an animation festival and it
brought together the crew that got MIAF off the ground. It’s
funny how things work out.

La Processus
Philippe Grammaticopoulos,
Xavier L'Hermuzière
FRANCE, 2000, 8'00
One lonely figure in the marching
horde turns his head to see if
there is a different view.

Aria
Piotr Sapegin
NORWAY, 2001, 10'00
A simply stunning, though
haunting, rendition of Pucini's
Madame Butterfly from one
of the contemporary puppet
animation masters.

Fallen Art
Tomek Baginski
POLAND, 2004, 5'45
The ingenious cruelty of a
machine designed to capture
an alternative version of the
cinematic moving image.

Jona/Tomberry
Rosto
HOLLAND, 2005, 12'15
Doppelgangers, stand-ins and
alter-egos; reflection and repitition, opposites and duplicates.
Perhaps a partial self-portrait of
a filmmaker who made a very big
impact at MIAF when he visited.

Ashputtle Or The
Mother's Ghost
Susi Allender,
Nag Vladermersky
AUSTRALIA, 1999, 11'00
This is the film that provided the
spark to create MIAF. A beautifully crafted adaptation of an
Angela Carter fairytale.

Milch
Igor Kovalyov
USA, 2005, 15'30
One of MIAF's favourite filmmakers. An extraordinary film
tracing a boy's discovery of
familial mortality. Demanding
and rewarding in equal
measure!

Overtime
O. Atlan, T. Berland, D. Ferrie
FRANCE, 2003, 5'00
A beautifully sinister herd of
grey Kermit-like frogs slowly
emerge as the keepers of a
dead man's body and – maybe
– his soul.

Son Of Satan
J.J. Villard
USA, 2003, 12'30
Inspired by a Bukowski short
story, this film takes us deep
inside a bad situation and traps
us as we watch it get worse by
the minute.

When The Day Breaks
Wendy Tilby, Amanda Forbes
CANADA, 1999, 9'30
One of the most beautifully
crafted animated films ever
made depicting the life and
death consequences of
strangers bumping into each
other.
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Did you ever wind up working on something you wish you’d
never started? The original idea was to have TWO of these
Australian highlights programs AND to also start each of
the competition programs with an Australian highlight from
previous years. That was the plan. Well, that was then and
this is now. Schedule changes, technical limitations and the
ticking of the clock put the mockers on that plan.
Usually these sorts of intros attempt to pass on some sort of
‘feel’ for how and why the program was put together. But there
are so many great Australian films left out of this program that
some space has to be given over to at least have a crack at
righting those imbalances. Even then it won’t be comprehensive.
The obvious, and kind of bizarre, omission is the lack of
an Adam Elliott film and it took a bit of figuring out why this
happened. Some of Adam’s most loved films were made just
prior to MIAF starting and, therefore, didn’t actually screen at
MIAF. Adam was also a judge for the first few MIAFs and that
would have probably ruled out showing his films those years.
We did show Harvey Krumpet in 2003 and would have loved
to have had another visit with that great character but it boiled
down to the 30-minute screening time vs the chance to
squeeze in six 5-minute films instead. My kingdom for another
screening slot!!
There are no films by filmmakers such as Anthony Lawrence
(especially Looking For Horses), Neil Goodridge (especially
Pa), Dave Carter (In My Day) and Jonathan Nix (especially
Hello) – just four extremely successful Australian animators who
have every right to feel aggrieved at being left out of this list.
There are also a lot of other filmmakers that may not have had
quite the same level of international success as those above but
whom I would have loved to have put up on the big screen.
This list includes Irina Goundortseva (especially Cog), Eugene
Foo (Grey Avenue), Pete Leary (Pest Control), Susan Stamp
(especially Cry From The Past) and Daniel Agpag (Paper City
Architects).
And a fistful of personal favs. I always loved Clint Cure’s The
Lecture; I’m a big fan of Hung Lin’s work especially An Unusual
Circumstance (artwork for his current film in production looks
sensational!!); I have incredibly fond memories of Mick Elliott’s
film Richard (an Italian festival director insisted I pretend I was
Mick so that I could go on stage and collect an award); and I’d
happily show films like Bin Can Can by Steve Agland and Ahh
by Adam Robb for the sheer joy of seeing them again.
So there you go – an intro that doesn’t mention a single film
that’s actually screening. Some things have to be said though.

Driving Home

The Designer

Susan Kim
1999, 1'30
Gorgeously rendered, paint film
showing the whole range of
views out of the car window.

John Lewis
2007, 10'30
A film that defines what puppet
animation is capable of depicting.
An intricately created world of
metal, earth and foliage.

Dad’s Clock
Dik Jarman
2001, 6'30
The poignant correlation
between a handmade clock
and an old man's fate.

Buckethead
Dan Hartney
2001, 9'30
A rusty robot with a bucket for a
head cuts a fine rug in an empty
warehouse – doing some
plumbing as he goes.

Cane Toad
Andrew Silke, David Clayton
2002, 4'00
A larrikin cane-toad learns the
pitfalls of being one of Australia's
least loved icons.

It's Like That
Southern Ladies Animation
Group
2003, 5'00
Animated puppets play host to
the voices of real children in
Australia's immigration detention
centres talking about the large
and small hopes of what must be
on the other side of those fences.

Collage Kinetics
Annemarie Szeleczky
2003, 4'15
Handmade experimental
animation combining drawn and
painted images with found
objects in a beautiful dance of
imagery.

Birthday Boy
Sejong Park
2004, 9'15
One of the most screened and
awarded Australian animations
of all time. An ethereal glimpse
inside the life of a small boy living
in a world he neither made nor
damaged.

Fraught
Stephanie Brotchie,
Chris Pahlow, Maia Tarrell
2006, 6'00
Fraught! So much fraught!
A collection of large, small,
embarrassing and occasionally
pornographic fraught-infused
episodes.

L’Animateur
Nick Holligoss
2006, 3'45
A simple tale well told. The
beginning of life as we know it
– with a circus edge.

Episodes Of Disbelief
Ann Shenfield
1999, 8'00
Life is a raft of complex simplicities. A beguiling and beautifully
crafted film.

Local Dive
Sarah Watt
1999, 5'00
One of the most successful
Australian animated short films
of all time. The joys and danger
of life under the ocean’s
surface reflect the various
social tides of the quintessential
Aussie public pool.

The Passenger
Chris Jones
2007, 7'00
Any public transport ride
comes with the risk of dealing
with the public. But how big a
risk can a quivering goldfish in
a plastic bag really pose?

Local Dive

Buckethead

It’s Like That

Birthday Boy

Mother Tongue
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The first MIAF received about 500 entries from memory
(most of that sort of information disappeared in puffs of
smoke when a $300 laptop burped its last and took most
of our early history with it). Nowadays that magic annual
number is more like 2,200. And some of them are just
simply going to be a fairly decent distance north of normal
– to say the least!
Animation is the most imaginative of all of the artforms. If you
can imagine it, you can present it. And some animators have
had their imaginations stuck in ‘drive’ with a brick on the gas
peddle for a fair while.
Over the years, our Late Night Bizarre program has become
a bit of an institution. The programming brief is to make sure
there’s plenty of the usual suspects in there – gross out films,
gut-busting hilarity, witless violence and more fully ‘wrong’
moments than would normally make it past the goalie for the
other competition programs.
But that’s not the whole idea of the program. These films are
in competition and need to be able to stack up; they need to
have something going for them other than simply being animated
curveballs.
There’s been some pretty great films play in this program
over the years. And we’ve added a few others that definitely fit
the ‘bizarre’ tag but which screened in other programs. Ah
Pook Is Here (Phil Hunt, 1999) would be one of the stranger
films we’ve ever shown. Macabre to the core, it features a
voice track of William Burroughs talking about a horrifying god
locked in a cycle of doom and suicide. Gravitation (Priit
Tender, 1996) is one of my all time favourite films and is the
quintessential example of what an animated film ought to be.
Beautifully drawn and aesthetically crafted with a beguiling
internal logic all of its own, it works across a whole number of
levels. It somehow speaks to the unique geo-political nature
of its nation (Estonia); it pays homage to, and expands upon,
inspiring films of a similar ilk that have gone before it (in
particular the films of Priit Parn); and it is a film that completely kicks the chocks out from under all notions of respect for the physical laws of our universe.
Late Night Bizarre is also the program most likely to be comfy
running out films with a distinctly low-tech edge. Fantasie
In Bubble Wrap (Arthur Metcalf, 2007) is an incredible
example of a film made with the most basic of components (a
few sets of eyes and mouths crudely animated onto a sheet of
bubblewrap) that can nonetheless bring the house down. The
Bastard (Dave Quion, 2005) is on one level a pretty simple
pencil sketch-style but – man, oh man – it is packed with
energy aplenty – you believe that these simple, roughly hewn
pencil lines are, in fact, the bastard! And of course, this
program wouldn’t be complete without the master of the
deceptively simple, Don Hertzfeldt. Can’t wait to see Billy’s
Balloon again – those homicidal balloons are card-carrying
crack-ups.
Wrong moments! Walt’s head in a jar; Saddam Hussein,
Osama bin Laden and a goat; Hansel and Gretel displaying a
love that dare not speaks its name; and anybody who saw
Cuddle Sticks (Mike Geiger, 2008) has probably seen
MIAF’s wrongest moment of them all. You know you want it.

Fantasie In Bubblewrap

Cuddle Sticks

Arthur Metcalf
USA, 2007, 3'45
Even bubblewrap has feelings.
Lots of feelings. Especially
when you start popping them
one at a time. They begin to
wonder out loud which bubble
will be next.

Mike Geiger
USA, 2008, 2'30
This film got the biggest audience groan of any we've ever
shown. Crossing a line that
even Kricfalusi might have
stopped at – a demented look
at the murky origins of 'organic'
kiddie treats.

The Bastard
Dave Quion
USA, 2005, 3'00
Mild-mannered Johnny goes
berserk when his computer
crashes. Really berserk.

Susie
Cathy Snelling
UK, 2006, 3'45
Even a written synopsis for this
would have problems passing
the censor. A knitted exploration of…well…personal bits!

Global Warming
Sheldon Lieberman, Igor Coric
AUSTRALIA, 2007, 2'00
One of the most popular
Late Night Bizarre films ever!
A hilarious musical homage to
denialism.

Journey To The Disney
Vault
David Wachtenheim, Robert
Marianetti
USA, 2006, 3'00
A wicked, behind-the-scenes
look at what happened to ol'
Walt's head – among other scary
Mouseland outrages.

Saddam And Osama
David Wachtenheim, Robert
Marianetti
USA, 2003, 3'45
Politically incorrect – check.
Horribly slanderous – check.
Too hilarious not to screen –
check. Let’s screen this baby!

Hairy Driving
Jem Roberts
UK, 2004, 3'00
They don't come much crazier
than this. Two guys trying to shoot
an illegal car-chase movie cross
paths with a very unusual cat.

Sub
Jesse Schmal
USA, 2000, 8'30
A submarine crew trapped
inside a fountain attempt an
attack on a soccer team of
nuns and a gourmet dog.

Contamination
Carl Stevenson
UK, 2003, 6'00
A glimpse into a dystopian
future in which the cross-contamination of genetic material has
resulted in a world of hybrid
lifeforms.

Cuddle Sticks

Golden Age: Hansel
And Gretel

Aaron Augenblick
USA, 2007, 3'00
The shameful truth of a forbidden
love deep in the forest, somewhere near the end of the trail
of breadcrumbs.

The Evil Empire
Russell Lowe, Federico Solmi
AUSTRALIA, 2008, 4'15
A porn-crazed Pope sends an
army into battle. NOTE: Contains
content of a graphic sexual nature
which may offend some people.

Ah Pook Is Here
Phil Hunt
UK, 1999, 6'30
‘After I become Death, Death is
the seed from which I grow.’
One of the most atmospheric
animated films ever made.
Featuring the voice of William
Burroughs and the music of
John Cale.

I Live In The Woods
Max Winston
USA, 2007, 3'45
It has to be every crazed
hillbilly's dream to kill all the
animals with his bare hands.
But what about God? Is nothing
sacred? If you like your Gods
all-powerful and INTACT, this is
probably not the film for you.

Billy's Balloon
Don Hertzfeldt
USA, 1999, 5'00
One of the most popular
animated films every made.
Only the hilarious genius of
Mr Hertzfeldt could so comprehensively capture the pure evil
that beats in the heart of every
balloon.

Gravitation
Priit Tender
ESTONIA, 1996, 9'00
A complex, utterly surreal
examination of both youth and
the animation artform in their
determination to ignore the
physical laws of nature.
Or something!

The Bastard
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Originally we actually ran two separate festivals – MIAF and
MISAF (the Melbourne International Student Animation
Festival). Those were not the days. Trying to run two festivals
was a back-breaker. Plus it brought up lots of weird issues
about what constituted a student film, how student films
were dealt with in MIAF and on and on. Originally, we were
concerned that only by staging a separate student animation
festival could we avoid ‘ghettoising’ the student films. In
fact, the exact opposite was the case and eventually we
bowed to pressure and merged the two.
We receive graduation reels from about 70 schools in 30
countries. They vary wildly but usually – at the very least – are
packed to the brim with a shimmering, white-hot passion for
making strange images move. We are also normally happy to
consider ‘first films’ as being eligible for this category. This is a
murkier definition. Most filmmakers have made a heck of a lot of
‘moving-image art’ long before they output something they call
their first film.
There is also an on-going internal discussion about how
‘student’ films are used across the entire festival program. With
the two festivals merging, all student films are theoretically
eligible for both international competition AND the student
competition. Does that mean that the ‘best’ student films get
hived off for international competition? If that’s the case, then
doesn’t that insinuate that the films in the student section are
‘second best’ in some way. If the answer to that is no, which it is,
then what does that do to the concept that the student festival is
a good place for providing a screening opportunity for young,
raw, inexperienced talent that might be producing good but
perhaps not yet fully formed works?
The answer to this knotted ball of contradictions and rubber
bands is that this is when programmers and curators really come
into their own. My own attitude is to take the widest possible
view of it. Yes, some of the best student films get a Met Pass
straight into International Competition, but some do not. Some
are kept at home to ensure that the Student programs are as
solid and diverse a collection of films as any other programming
block in the festival. Just which films go where depends a lot on
the types of films that are received in any given year, the balances
of styles, genres and techniques apparent in various sections of
the festival and what holes need to be plugged in the same
various sections. And that varies year on year – there’s no fixed
rules. Judgements have to be made, that’s just the way it is.

Workin’ Progress

Clik Clak

G. Garcia, B. Fligans, G.
Vandendaele, B. Flinois
FRANCE, 2004, 4'15
Maximum Pizzazz!!! Building
skyscrapers was never so
much fun. And some pretty nifty
Glen Miller music for good
measure.

A. Frenchinos, V.E. Moulin,
T. Wagner
FRANCE, 2005, 5'45
A clever parade of words and
symbols invoking the pacing of
jazz and the intricacies of a
future robotic age.

Sleep With Fishes
Belle Mellor
UK, 2005, 4'30
A flotilla of intricately imagined
vessels glide across a bright blue
sea, struggling to stay afloat.

Onion Skin

Fish Never Sleep
Gaelle Denis
UK, 2002, 6'00
Naoko is an insomniac. She
works in her own sushi restaurant
and lives close to the Tsukiji
market, the biggest fish market
in the world.

Paul Jadoul
BELGIUM, 2007, 4'00
Layer upon layer, our character
gets pared down to his intrinsic
essentials.

Out Of Focus

Tim Tom

Observed Freaks On
Hidden Cameras

R. Segaud, C. Pougeoise
FRANCE, 2002, 5'30
Brilliant CGI story of two little
men with notebook heads
enduring the interfering animator's hand.

Dog
Suzie Templeton
UK, 2001, 5'45
An extraordinarily affecting tale of
loss – and the white lies we tell
our children.

Oktapodi

Ju-I Lin
TAIWAN, 2008, 3'00
All publicity is good publicity, if
you play your cards right.

Jason Jameson
UK, 2003, 2'00
You never know who you are
living next door to – even if they
know who you are.

Our Wonderful Nature
Tomer Eshed
GERMANY, 2008, 4'45
The Matrix goes feral – two
little creatures face off against
each other on the savannah.

J. Bocabeille, F. Chanioux,
O. Delabarre, T. Marchand
FRANCE, 2007, 2'30
An exhilarating tale of two octopi
in love – no sushi chef can keep
them apart.

Beton
Michael Faust, Ariel Belinco
ISRAEL, 2006, 6'45
Although wrapping us in its
painterly beauty, Beton brings
home the complex horrors of war
and the simple desire for peace
in all its forms.

Oktapodi

Onion Skin

Beton

Our Wonderful Nature
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